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Pounding  
should
 
last until 
mid
-April  
By Jena Torres 
DAILY STAFF WRI1ER
 
Two 
months  ago, university 
officials said the pounding noise 
coming from the construction site 
of the future Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr. Joint Library would be 
done by the end of March. 
The pounding, however, is now 
predicted to continue
 until the 
third week of April, said Art Hein-
rich, San Jose State University's 
campus architect. 
In February, Dan Johnson, 
associate vice president for Facili-
ties, Development and Opera-
tions, said that the noise, caused 
Dropping 
SAT
 not
 
in 
future
 
By 
Julian  .1. 
It.imos  
DAILY  
SlAli 
\\ 
University of California President
 Richard Atkin -
son's 
proposal  to drop the SAT I test for 
admission  
into the system's eight
 undergraduate campuses has 
little chance of being 
implemented at the California 
Stat,e
 University level, said Leon Dorosz,
 San Jose 
State University's acting 
associate
 vice president of 
curriculum and assessment. 
"The CSU system 
is not even entertaining the 
idea,"
 Dorosz said. 
Dorosz said that the SAT is one 
of
 the vital pieces 
af data, along with high school transcripts and GPA, 
that colleges look at when reviewing
 an applicant. 
"It has been proved to be a piece of useful
 infor-
mation," Dorosz said. "The more information, the bet-
ter." 
Atkinson 
proposed the plan at the American 
 See
 
SAT.
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Career Center 
offers tools, 
job resources 
By 
Karen  
DUI)  SRI 
\\ 
Yesenia Marquez had an appointment at the 
Career Center on Wednesday afternoon because she 
is scheduled to graduate 
in
 May and is looking for a 
job or internship for the summer. 
Her first step was to take advantage of an avail-
able resource for all registered San Jose State Uni-
versity 
students:  the 
Career  
Center. 
located
 at Build-
ing F, across from the 
Student Union. 
Irene Peck, the 
recruiting  senices coordinator and 
career consultant
 at the Career Center, said students 
are invited to 
take
 advantage of all the resources 
available, 
regardless of their major or year in 
school.  
"We're always open. 
and there's always sonic -one to 
as.sist
 the students." 
Peck said. 
 See 
CENTER,  Pact, 5 
by a pile driver 
used  to drive steel 
piles 
into
 the ground as part of 
the building's foundation, would 
stop by the end of last month. 
The piles were not 
driven in by 
the predicted time because of rain 
and unexpected soil conditions, 
Heinrich said. 
The soil was softer than antici-
pated, he said, which meant that
 
piles needed to be 
longer  than 
originally planned. 
Because the piles were longer, 
they have taken longer to 
drive  
into the 
ground,
 Heinrich said. 
He said the work is scheduled 
to be finished within the next 
three  weeks if there is "no more 
rain or any
 more strange 
things."  
Sophomore  Vinh Do has two 
classes in the 
Science
 building 
and one class in 
Hugh Gillis Hall 
that he 
said
 are disturbed by the 
noise of 
the pile 
driver.  
The classes 
in
 the Science 
building are 
affected  much more 
by the
 noise, Do said. 
"You get a lot of headaches 
from it, especially during my 
physics lab and during lectures,"
 
he said. "The pounding 
is so close 
you can feel
 your body shaking." 
Do said many students in the 
lab complain about the noise. 
 See POUNDING, Page 8 
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From left to right, Robert Brooks, Nicole Martin and 
Maranda Collins  sewed T-shirt tags onto a red banner to demonstrate against sweatshops 
Wednesday. Students for Justice and The Cause set 
up
 the protest to show their disapproval of Nike, a company they say uses sweatshop labor, spon-
soring San Jose State University sports. 
Clubs fight 
against sweatshops
 
By J.E. Espino 
DA111' SIAll 
Chicken wire and barbed 
wire
 surrounded three 
sewing 
machines
 in front of 
the Spartan Bookstore on 
Wednesday.  
Inside was Robert Brooks 
sewing the word 
"sweatshop"  
on a scarlet sheet with 
appar-
el tags 
from  Ralph Lauren, 
the Gap,
 Reebok and Calvin 
Klein. 
Brooks, a member of Stu-
dents for Justice, was taking 
part in a campaign against 
the 
use  of sweatshop labor for 
manufacturing 
collegiate 
apparel. 
Sponsored by the Students 
for Justice and The Cause, 
the campaign's goals were to 
continue raising awareness 
and to circulate
 a petition fin. 
the school 
administration  to 
sign with the Worker Rights 
Consortium, said Dale 
Weaver, a national coordinat-
ing committee 
member
 for 
Leading
 
the 
blind 
Shea
 Graifman 
and Debra Minor 
put 
a blindfold on 
Julian Cishenos on 
Tuesday as part of 
"Intervention and 
Activities," a class 
in the occupational 
therapy 
program. 
Classmates took 
turns leading each 
other around cam-
pus in an exercise 
designed to 
emphasize  the 
importance
 of 
trust. 
David Royal / 
Daily 
.Staff 
the United 
Students  Against 
Sweatshops. 
If
 the university were to 
sign with Worker Rights Con-
sortium,
 the organization 
would  monitor wages and 
working conditions in facto-
ries where clothes
 with the 
school's name 
or
 logo are 
made,
 said Vanessa 
Nisperos,  
a Students for Justice
 mem-
ber. 
"A.s a place of higher learn-
ing, we have a 
responsibility  
to rally behind 
the workers 
and support 
them."
 Nisperos 
said. 
The university has a con-
 set SHOP.
 
Sex workshop 
offers
 insight, 
treats  
II% NI:SUM:1
 Silillana 
I) 
Ni11 V.1011.1t 
Sex can sometimes refer to 
romance
 and intercourse,
 but 
for 13 
people  attending the 
Stu-
dent Life Center's "Sex, Milk 
and Cookies" discussion, sex 
was 
associated  with the discov-
ery of gender communication 
differences.
 ter. 
The meeting gave partici- The 
purpose
 .,t the orkshop 
pants 
the opportunity to ask was to enhance guidance-edu-
questions and find answers cation 
opportunities  for stu-
about the opposite sex as they dents on campus,
 according to 
ate cookies and drank milk, 
Gina  Lorenzo, the Student Life 
with 
Gregory
 
Wolcott
 as the
 Center's leadership
 develop -
facilitator, 
who is also the coor- ment coordinator. 
dinator of new student orienta- "We 
really want to promote  
tion for the 
Student  Life Cen- leadership on campus," she 
said. "We
 find that students 
who take leadership workshops 
or who work to improve their 
leadership also simultaneously 
do better in classes." 
Barb 
Dahlke,  the interim 
director of the 
International  
House  at San Jose 
State Uni-
 
set
 
SEX,  
Page 5 
Support group  seeks to 
open  doors, 
minds  
By Kevin
 
DAII 
SIAIE  WRIII 
Although 
society has come a 
long way, said Matthew Cocci, a 
senior 
majoring in public rela-
tions, it can 
still be scary for 
anyone to come to terms with
 
his 
or
 her sexual orientation if 
it is 
anything  but heterosexual. 
"You need 
someone
 whom 
vou feel safe with to 
help you 
understand
 that your feelings
 
are fine," 
Cocci said. 
Starting Friday, San Jose 
State University students will 
have another place to go. 
The university's Counseling 
Services will offer a 
free sup-
port group for gay, lesbian, 
bisexual or transgendered stu-
dents. 
The group is scheduled to 
meet on a weekly basis from 11 
a.m. to noon in the Administra-
tion building, 
Room  269 and 
will
 be facilitated by psychology 
intern Sheening 
Lin  and Terri 
Thames.
 
The goal of the group is to be 
more inviting and to be more of 
peer group than a support 
group, while still being com-
pletely confidential, Lin said. 
According to Lin, the group 
is different from other groups, 
because it will not demand con-
sistent attendance. 
Other groups require a 
week-
ly visit, Lin 
said. The new group 
is open for any student to drop 
in at his 
or her own convenience.
 
"We understand
 that stu-
dents have a very heavy
 sched-
ule with school,"
 Lin said. 
The group 
plans to provide 
one-on-one  as well as group ses-
sions, he said. 
"Our main goal 
with this is to 
get a feel for 
what
 the students 
need as far as support,"
 Lin said. 
The group wants 
to focus on 
issues other than those
 involv-
ing
 coming out, Lin said.
 
 See 
GROUP.
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Editorial 
A.S. 
election  proves 
power 
of every vote 
If
 the 
2000 presidential election didn't 
prove that every 
vote counts, the recent 
Associated  Students General Election did. 
Maribel Martinez, San Jose State 
Universi-
ty's newly elected A.S. president, edged her 
Spartan Party opponent, 
Michelle  Johnson, by 
59 
votes.  
Some students at SJSU have classes with 
more students in them than the margin by 
which  Martinez won. 
It just goes to show that every vote counts. 
Akbar Shetty, the 
newly  elected vice presi-
dent, squeezed by the Impact Party's Corina 
Herrera with 69 votes in his favor. 
And Julie Rieken of the Impact Party 
passed Roberto-Carlos Torres of the Spartan 
Party, with the largest margin: 164 votes. 
Hundreds and possibly thousands of people 
pass the Student Union everyday. Had half or 
even a quarter of them voted, the tables could 
have  been 
turned.  
Had every student in one Residence Hall 
voted, the story may have been different,
 or it 
could have 
resulted in a tie. 
Imagine a drawn-out election that lasted 
for months, as the 2000 
presidential  election 
did. 
Every vote counts, especially 
at this univer-
sity and in an election where 3,003 people out 
of about 27,000 students voted. 
Students who voted made an impact on 
the 
university by turning down 
Measure  T, which 
would have replaced the existing A.S. bylaws 
with a completely
 new document. 
It was denied by 488 votes. 
Voters also overwhelmingly
 rejected Mea-
sure S, or the campus recreation center, by a 
staggering 1,195 votes. 
Had the measure passed, student fees 
would have been raised by $50
 per semester in 
the 2002-2003 year. 
It would have reached $100 per 
semester in 
the 2004-2005 year. 
The measure was 
rejected,
 but we don't 
know for sure if it was 
what  the majority of the 
student population wanted. 
The few should not have the power to influ-
ence such a change over many, but those few 
people cared enough to get
 out and vote one 
way or another. 
We still have a way to go, but it is good 
to 
see that voter turnout 
has  been on the rise 
during the past two general elections. 
And if this
 trend
 implies that 
more SJSU 
students will involve and
 inform themselves 
with campus affairs, perhaps voter turnout 
will reach a 
level where it is representative of 
the entire student body. 
After all, if we've learned 
nothing  else, we 
know that every vote counts. 
 
Quote for the Daily: 
"A journey of a 
thousand  miles 
must
 begin with a single step." 
lao-tzu 
philosopher
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Election  
encounter
 gives glimpse
 of Aguirre 
M.tybe,
 just 
maybe,  Joe Ander-
-on 
was right. Anderson, our 
newly  elected Associated Stu-
dents director of governing affairs, got 
a little angry when I made fun of our 
current A.S.
 controller, Carlos 
Aguirre, and his plight of "name 
recognition."  
Because of Anderson, I was really 
beginning to rethink 
my
 opinion of 
Aguirre. 
Anderson wrote to the Daily to 
inform us that Aguirre was one of the 
most experienced, brightest and com-
passionate student leaders on cam-
pus. 
I guess he was trying to convince 
me that Aguirre was an all-around 
cool guy, and I should take heed 
and  
bow down to Carlos. 
It almost worked. I was ready to 
admit
 that Aguirre wasn't that bad of 
a guy and, heck, 
maybe  even invite 
him to the house for a game 
of Laser 
Tag. 
The key word in 
all of that, howev-
er,  was "almost." 
The fact was that Joe Anderson 
was 
wrong, and Aguirre proved it. 
Let's rewind  to March 22, the night 
the results of the A.S. election were 
released at the Student Life Center. 
As the huddle of Spartan Party 
supporters lowered their signs 
and 
bowed their heads upon reading the 
results of the election, I made my way 
toward the window where the piece of 
paper that revealed the Impact 
Party's near -sweep was hanging. 
Before I got there, however, my 
buddy Carlos got in 
my
 way. 
He approached me and proved that 
Anderson  was incorrect. 
"I hope
 you're happy," Aguirre said 
to me. "You elected a jackass for a 
president." 
There's 
that
 compassion. Always 
humble and kind in defeat, eh? 
He was referring to the fact that 
the Daily endorsed 
the  Impact Party's 
Maribel Martinez for A.S. president, 
and
 I guess he thought it was my 
decision  not the 1,389 
other stu-
dents who voted for Martinez. 
I reminded him that the Daily 
endorsed his pal Leo Davila, our cur-
rent A.S. dictator  er, president, two 
years ago. So even if his "jackass" 
9 9 1 
044rE711/34.4=1C.84.
 
Letters 
Marriage 
does
 not reduce 
Daily should 
focus  more on 
chances
 of acquiring
 STDs events
 surrounding 
SJSU 
This
 letter is in response 
to the letter "STDs Pre-
vented With 
Absti-
nence". 
As a health educator, I feel 
it is important to address 
some of the incorrect and 
biased assumptions presented 
in the article. 
First, safe sex was not 
invented
 or first promoted in 
the 1960s. 
"Safe sex" has been around
 
as long as civilization, 
with  
ancient Egyptian condoms 
made from 
animal intestine 
and
 cervical caps made from 
wax. 
Wearing condoms
 and 
advocating that people 
who 
are sexually active 
practice 
safe sex does not cause STDs.
 
Having unprotected
 sex 
with a person who is infected 
gives someone a STD.
 
Statistically, education and 
information dealing with 
STDs, birth 
control  and con-
doms is far more 
effective  
than abstinence
-only educa-
tion. 
Second, marriage is not a 
form of protection from STDs. 
The national divorce rate
 is 
approximately 50 percent, and 
in California the rate jumps to 
nearly 60 percent. 
A wedding ring is no guar-
antee for 
anything  in this life, 
and it's far less effective at 
preventing unwanted STDs or 
pregnancies than condoms. 
Chances  are that most peo-
ple will need the information 
to protect themselves at some 
point in their lives. 
Lisa 
Vine  
graduate 
student 
sorial
 vvork 
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Why
 du we see 
such a 
double standard in 
reporting?  When a 
student shoots up a 
school,  the 
media 
talk  about it incessant-
ly. 
When
 an adult shoots up 
a 
workplace,  it's 
seldom  even 
mentioned  in the 
national  
media.  
According
 to the U.S. 
Bureau of Justice
 statistics, in 
an average year
 only 30 people 
are 
killed  at school,
 and we 
hear about 
every last one of 
these. It 
seems  the media
 are 
bent 
on
 demonizing
 youth. 
They've  led 
Americans  to 
believe
 youth crime
 is out of 
control, 
when
 in fact, 
according  
to the FBI, 
homicides  by youth 
are
 at their 
lowest
 rate since
 
1966,  and the 
overall
 crime 
rate for 
youth  is at its lowest 
level 
since the Census 
Bureau  
started keeping 
track.
 
Even  the Spartan 
Daily  is 
ADVERTISING  
guilty of slanting their cover-
age against youth. 
Last month, when a student 
tragically opened fire near San 
Diego, the 
Spartan Daily gave 
this extensive coverage, though 
the story had no relevance to 
San Jose State. That same 
week, an SJSU professor was 
exposed 
for misappropriating 
SJSU funds to keep his 
three 
wives from learning about one 
another. He wasn't exposed in 
the Spartan Daily, however. 
Students
 had to learn about 
this sleazy use 
of our fees by 
reading The Metro (3/1/01). 
If a student -run 
newspaper
 
won't be fair to 
youth,  what 
chance do we have of getting
 
fairness from 
mainstream 
media? 
Bill Bystricky 
junior  
political science 
One 
Washington
 Square, 
San Jose, 
CA
 
95192-0149
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claim were true, it wouldn't 
be the 
first time.  
But I digress. 
I was quite amazed to hear this 
comment come out of Aguirre's mouth 
since, in the past, he has constantly 
questioned our effectiveness. 
"No one reads the Spartan Daily, 
anyway,"
 is a statement I've heard 
him mumble a few times. 
All of the sudden, however, when 
something doesn't go his way, it's my 
fault. 
Interesting. 
Must be that bright student leader 
in him doing the talking. 
I can't say I was too surprised. It 
capped off a two-day span that saw 
plenty of stupid statements 
oozing
 
from his mouth. 
The day before, he approached me 
while he was out playing 
cheerleader 
for the Spartan Party during the first 
day of voting. 
He informed me that, although I 
sometimes write negative things 
about the party in my column, he was 
sure that deep down I was a support-
er of the Spartan Party. 
Yeah, sure. And that tarot -card -
wielding Mistress Cleo is a reliable 
source. 
The next day, he tried to tell me 
that he knew I voted for the Impact 
Party. When I asked him why that
 
contradicted
 what 
he told 
me a day
 
earlier, he 
seemed 
perplexed.  
All of 
this just 
leads 
me to 
believe  
that  when 
Carlos 
opens  his 
mouth, 
things could
 get ugly
 real quick.
 
And
 there's
 no 
better  
example
 
than, "I 
hope 
you're  
happy.
 You 
elect-
ed 
a jackass 
for a 
president."  
But 
that 
statement
 
doesn't  
insult
 
me
 as much
 as I think
 it does
 the stu-
dents of 
this 
university.  
For such 
an 
accomplished  
student  
leader,
 he 
doesn't
 seem 
to place 
too 
much faith
 in the 
student
 body's
 deci-
sion. 
I 
also
 question 
why he isn't
 able to 
act  in a 
respectful  
manner  
toward
 the 
people
 he is 
supposed  
to work 
with  in 
order
 to make 
this 
university
 a 
better  
place for the
 students. 
Somewhere
 along 
the  line, 
Aguirre  
forgot about
 the students.
 
This
 is the 
students'  
school.  Not 
just  his. 
Not  just 
mine.
 And not 
that of 
any single 
person.  
What
 I find even
 sadder is 
that he 
doesn't 
realize  that 
for  the past 
two  
years, those
 same 
students
 have 
elected 
a jackass for a 
controller. 
Mike 
Osegueda
 is the Spartan 
Daily Executive
 Editor 
"Oz-mosis" appears
 Thursdays. 
Dishing
 out relationship
 
advice, 
Hollywood
-style 
Atter
 
seeing
 a truly enlightening 
movie during 
Spring  Break, I'm 
convinced 
that  I've been going 
about 
this whole dating
 thing wrong 
for years. 
Who knew 
"Heartbreakers"
 would 
show me the  way and end
 all my dat-
ing misadventures? 
You see, all the secrets
 to getting a 
good guy to pop the question are 
in 
this movie. 
No kidding. I swear, children will 
study this film for 
years to come. 
It will be the bible on how to snag 
your mate. 
Let me see if I can sum up the high 
points of hooking Mr. Right. 
First  
and  this is of utmost impor-
tance  lose weight. 
I'm not talking 
5 or 10 pounds. 
I mean seriously shed some 
poundage  
enough  that you look 
skinny even after the camera adds 20 
pounds. 
Then, of course, after losing all the 
excess bulk, you'll need to get breast 
implants, or at least a push-up bra. 
Second, wear only skintight, 
spaghetti -strapped dresses that just 
barely cover your panties. 
Oh, and the brighter the color, the 
better. Dress or panties. 
This is with the exception of black. 
Black always works. 
Third, show as much cleavage as 
possible, and make sure your black 
lacy bra peeks out from beneath your 
dress. 
Fourth, wear only stilettos. The 
higher and the spikier, the better. 
Never wear any other shoes, no 
matter how much you want to cut your 
feet off at the ankles. 
Stilettos are particularly useful if 
you decide to go tromping off into the 
wilderness. That way, if you fall  and 
you will  the 
man  of your dreams 
can help 
you up. 
Fifth, wear lots of makeup. There is 
no 
limit to this rule. 
Spring for a set of false eyelashes 
and the brightest lipstick you can find. 
Long, fake fingernails are also a plus. 
Once you've got the look down, 
you're ready to move on to your act, 
which is 
contained
 in the last three 
guidelines.  
Sixth, treat
 the object of your desire 
like dirt. 
Go all out on this 
one. 
Insult him, confuse him and pre-
tend to reject him again and again. 
And don't 
forget to accuse him of 
thinp, lie to him and hang up when 
he 
calls. 
Heck, don't stop there. 
Push him down a hill and run off 
every time he 
starts
 to show some 
interest.  
When
 he asks you to marry him, say 
"no." then "yes," then "no," then "yes." 
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Seventh, just when you 
tfunk you 
may have gone too far, 
you have to use 
your secret 
weapon:  kiss him at odd 
moments. 
Right after you push him 
down 
the hill. 
Or immediately following the best 
insult you can think of, then run off. 
Or just after you turned down his 
proposal. 
Eighth, bat your eyelashes. 
You may have thought this tactic 
died off during the women's move-
ment. But 
surprise,  it especially 
works if you combine it with big, sad 
puppy -dog eyes. 
I'm telling you, 
ladies, this advice 
works.  
Do all these things and, I have it on 
good authority, 
your beloved will fall 
head over heels for you in no time. 
In a couple of days, as a 
matter of 
fact. 
Jennifer Love Hewitt had 
her 
man wrapped around 
her  manicured 
finger after 
using just a few of these 
strategies. 
I'm so glad 
"Heartbreakers"  came 
along.
 
It changed my life
 forever. 
Here 
I thought real men  you 
know, the kind 
you'd want  to spend
 
the rest or your life with  
valued  
other qualities. 
Stuff such as brains, inner beauty,
 
thoughtfulness, sense of humor, 
respect and honesty. 
Boy, was I deluded. 
And if you think the bits of 
truth  I 
learned
 from "Heartbreakers" are 
impressive, just wait until I tell you 
what I gleaned from 
"Crouching  Tiger, 
Hidden Dragon." 
If you are trying to 
escape  an 
attacker, fly. Flying is the only way 
to go. 
And if you put
 your arms 
at just 
the right angle, you
 will look like 
Superman taking off. 
However,  if you 
have to climb
 
hundreds  of 
stairs  to your 
castle, 
walking is definitely better.
 
Isn't it great 
what
 movies can 
teach us? 
Monica  L. Ewing is a 
Spartan 
Daily Production
 Editor 
"The Way It Is" 
appears
 Thursdays. 
Opinion page policies 
Readers are encouraged to express themselves
 
on
 
the  ()pinion 
page with a let-
ter to the editor. 
A letter to thc editor is a 200 -word response to an issue or point of view that has 
appeared in the Spartan Daily. 
Submissions
 become the 
property.
 of the 
Spanan
 Dail) and ma) be 
edited  
for 
clarity', grammar. 
libel  and length 
Submissions
 must contain 
the 
author's
 
name,  
address, 
phone  number,  signature and major. 
Submissions  rna be 
put un the letters 
to
 the 
Editor
 box at thc 
Spartan
 
Daily  
Office in Dwight 
Bernet  Hall Room 209. sent by fax to (408) 
924-3237,
 e-mail at 
SDAILWihme.sjsu.edu
 or mailed to the
 Spartan Daily 
Opinion 
Editor,  
School  of 
Journalism and Mass Communications. San Jose State llniversity, One Washington 
Square. San Jo)e. ('A 
95192-0149
 
Editorials
 are written 
by,
 and are 
the  
consensus
 of, the Spartan Daily 
edi-
tors, not the staff. 
Published
 ()pinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
Spartan Daily, thc School 
(it  loumalisn)  and Ma.ss 
Communications  or 
SJSU. 
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Letters 
End
 
to 
Busalacchi's 
contract 
hints
 
at 
poor  
A.S.  
governance  
As
 a member of the 
San Jose 
State 
University  
campus
 
for 
the  past 19 years 
and 
member 
of
 the 
management  
team
 
as 
well  as 
co-worker  
of
 Cathy 
Busalacchi,  I 
am deeply 
troubled  
by the 
recent  actions
 of the Board
 
of 
Directors  
(the 
student
 mem-
bers 
of
 the board
 in 
particular).  
Reading
 the article
 in the 
Daily  
on 
March 15 
and hearing
 from 
colleagues  as 
well  as students
 
across 
campus,
 I have 
to come 
away 
with a sense 
that the execu-
tive 
director,  
Busalacchi,  has 
become  the latest
 victim of a 
cur-
rent Associated
 Students presi-
dent 
whose  
obsession  with power 
knows 
no
 bounds. 
One
 would assume 
that  if a 
board, which 
is empowered to 
renew 
contracts,  did not renew a 
contract,  it would decide 
such
 
actions with
 due diligence. That it 
would not be 
vague about its con-
cerns,
 that it would clearly have 
all members 
appropriately  
apprised of the consequences of 
their  actions as well as the impor-
tance. And that 
it would not act 
with 
haste.  
This is, of course, a very painful 
moment for the executive direc-
tor,  who has worked tirelessly to 
run a complex organization. 
But it is also a disgraceful 
moment for student governance. 
Elected and appointed student 
leaders have a difficult and often 
complex job of bridging the gap 
from student to 
student
 leaders 
who are thrust into making 
important financial and policy 
decisions that affect other stu-
dents and employees. 
As a result, 
student leaders 
should be willing to partner with 
the university and its administra-
tion to gain 
information  and guid-
ance and then act as 
decision  
makers. Instead, we have wit-
nessed two years of student
 gov-
ernance that were more adversar-
ial than 
partnering  by student 
leaders.
 
As a campus sitting in the 
heart of Silicon Valley, with stu-
dents who will no doubt become 
leaders in many fields, we have to 
expect more out of these future 
leaders. They have to expect more 
out of themselves. 
I would hate to see them act 
this way when they 
leave  the uni-
versity and face issues on a larg-
er scale with even broader conse-
quences.
 
At some
 very fundamental 
level, we as a campus community 
have failed these student leaders, 
and 
we
 must seek to rectify how 
to turn their lack of 
awareness,  as 
well  as preparation to lead, 
around.
 
I hope that we 
address
 these 
shortfalls and that we never 
again
 witness an action like this. 
Martin B. Schutter 
director 
Disability  Resource Center 
Spartpci  
tiide
 
Today
 
Nutrition 
Education  Action Team 
(NEAT) 
Nutrition table. Sports
 nutrition, 10115 
a.m. to 11,45 a.m. in the Student Union.
 
For more information, call Shoshansb 
at 
924.6118. 
Pi Sigma Alpha 
National Political Science Honor Soci-
ety 
meetuag,  7 p.m at Nick's Pizza, located 
at 354 E. Santa Clara St. For more 
infor-
mation, call the political science depart-
ment at 924.5550 
PRSSA  Public Relations Student 
Society of America 
Meeting. 6 p.m.
 in the Pacifica room, 
located in the Student 
Union. For more 
information, call 
John Price at 489-7139 
Listening Hour Concert 
Series  
Small jazz ensembles, Dr. Catharine 
Cartwright, coordinator, mainstream 
jazz  
repertoire, 12,30 p.m. 
to 1.15 p.m. in the 
Music building 
Concert  Hall. For more 
Information, call Joan
 Stubbe 924-4631. 
Health Education Department and 
Student Health Center 
Seminar, "Health Effects of Alcohol: 
Binge drinking, Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 
and other effects on mental and physical
 
health," noon in the Health building, Room 
208. For more information, call Oscar Bat 
tle at 924.6117. 
Department of Nutrition and Food 
Science  
The latest body composition testing. 
It's  quick, easy and painless. Cost as $5 per 
student, 8 a.m. to 10 a.m. in the Central 
Classroom building, Room 221 For more 
information, call 
Sherry
 .11 2111i-7,',',1', 
Nutrition Education 
Action Team 
Free nutrition 
counseling
 1 
15 1: 
ih to 
4 45 p 
in the &1St' Sport Chih /tot 
more information, call Shanahan .11 92 i 
6118 
sjspirit.org 
Meditation guided anti 
 All 
meditators  welcome, 4 30 p t.. 
5:30 
p.m at the Campus 
Minintry
 
located at 300 S 
10th St For 111/1,1 
'nation,  call R 
Vlliarton  at 
605.16%7  
Student Occupational Theriip 
Association (ROTA> 
Book Drive Books will ite t 
oil.. 
donated to a local 
charity  Box, - 
ed in the Central 
Classroom  it111:1f 
Rooin 203 
Peer Health Education 
Program 
Peer health 
education  re, roll c.. 
the Health building. 
Iniciti  2ii.i 
information, call Kari, at .:1 
School of Art and Design 
Student art 
galleries,  10 a : 
in the Art and Industrial 
Stud.
ings For more information. call a, 
Nicole at 924-4330 
Prevention Education Program C011111.1 
Looking for new student mho itto 
I 1 
more 
information,
 visa the I Icahn
 . 
ing, Room 220 or call Tolue 
Silir.1:0,-
924-5945 
Friday 
San Jose State (7heer Squad 
Cheerleading tryouts, th 
it 
I, For more 
information.  call 
t it iii -e 
Mills  at 924-1693
 
 ouitrelling 
Servicem  
1 
e.1V
 bisexual_ 
transgendered  
iltp,tt wt.') 11 .1 
ltl tO n0011111 the 
ti rat 1011 
building,  R00/11 269. For
 
1,1111.111011,
 call 
Shaming  
Lin at 
Intro
 national 
Student  
Council
 
!.. 
.p. kr wash Cost 
$4, 1 p 
.tt 
the International
 House, 
I lilt
 Street, between 
San Sal. 
nt !..s! los !greets For more 
. 
924-6570  
1 Ant 
wt. t 'amide
 for 
Chriet
 
I a Ige An 
event to bring 
chllege 
1' cc. !he Bac Area 
to expert. 
! now
 nlnp. teaclung
 and wor. 
 ; 
Mont',  Dalley 
Auditorium  
school
 
of 
Art  and Design 
art galleries,
 10 a m to 
4 p.m 
:, 
.111 And igt,111PInal
 Studies 
build -
morn 
ollormatton,
 con John
 or 
' 
11111
 
Saturday 
State
 Cheer
 Squad 
r.ttling tryouts. 
1 in m SPX. 
.. 
I  I.o! 111,111. inforniation.
 call head 
tt at 924-1693 
Monday  
1..ailho
 Club 
  
F 'takingly
 presents 
 .1- Etlitt 
Exposed."  12 30 p 
ati Room 306 
For more 
inforruation.  call Halle 
Morrison 
at 924.5232 
Peer
 Health 
Education
 Program 
Stress
 awareness 
month  -balloon 
pop,'
 
3 p m to 4 p 
m at table one,
 outside the 
Student Union For 
more  information, call 
Karts at 924-6136 
'Tuesday 
Society for 
Advancement  of 
Management 
Scholastic recruits will be presenting
 
ways to improve management skill' 
Everyone invited to come Snack will be 
provided,
 4 30 p m to 5 45 p m. in the 
Costanoan room. located An the 
Student  
Union 
For more information, einail 
Nowa.° Butler at samejsueyahoo
 com. 
Peer Health Education Program 
Stress 
awareness  month "sack race," 3 
p in to 4 p ro at the Ninth 
Street plaza 
For more Information, call Karts at 
924. 
6136  
Student Life Center 
Alcohol  awareness workshop. Come 
learn the 
myths and realities of alcohol 
abuse, 5 30 p m 
to 6.30 p m. in the 
Guadalupe room. located in the
 Student 
Union. For more information, call 
the Stu. 
dent Life Center. 
sjspirit.org 
Meditation  
guided  and instructional 
All meditators welcome. 4:30 
p tu. to 
5 :30 p m at the Canipus Ministry 
Chapel, 
located at 300 S 10th St For more infor 
mutton, call R 
Wharton at 605.1687 
Sporto
 Grade tr pot tried Irrr of Aar,. to Out/onto 
foi 
ortd oaf/ rnerribora Thr dradifor for rattler Is noun 
rlarr
 aorbrog day. Warr Ike d  d dote 
Eon, forms are at 
orloble to the Sporran Dad*  
Offirr  .apare 
...arta. mot ',arc Matra, ar 441AbI111.111140. En rrrrr car 
toted to Mr order AO 411roch art room ral 
Littered
 campus 
shows  that 
Like Provost Goodman, Caret 
also
 reaching out to students 
students 
need better 
manners  
perhaps
 our 
general educa-
tion requirements
 should 
include a 
course
 in man-
ners and
 good behavior. 
I am amazed 
at the amount 
of 
napkins,
 food containers, 
bottles, 
cans and candy 
wrappers  on the 
walks, in hedges and 
in the class-
rooms of this 
university.
 
In 
the late afternoon,
 the front 
of the Student 
Union  is a sea of 
trash. 
At one of 
America's
 major 
universities, we have students 
who still haven't learned one of 
the basic rules of elementary 
school: Pick up your trash and 
dispose of it properly. It is an 
embarassment.
 
Roy Christman 
professor 
political science 
In
 an editorial published on 
March 12 in the Spartan 
Daily, Provost 
Goodman was 
acknowledged for his efforts to 
reach out and seek student opin-
ions on issues of concern to them. 
I strongly concur with the 
Daily's commendation of Good -
man's initiative and with the rec-
ommendation that university 
administrators should reach out 
to 
foster improved communication 
with our students. 
We all stand for efforts that will 
help us move 
toward  creating 
open,  inclusive 
learning 
cuninnitii  
ty. 
The editorial
 further 
comment
 
ed that 
San Jose State 
l'niver-rt
 
President 
Robert Caret
 
also 
practice the 
sanie  kind ,.1n,it 
reach to 
students.
 
The fact is 
that  for the 
pa,t  
years  President Caret 
has  held ti 
least three 
to five forums 
Amin .1 
ly, 
specifically 
to seek 
,tudttItt 
feedback  
on
 issues 
import:Ito  
t, 
them. 
Try Out for the Most 
Spirited
 Team 
on 
Campus! 
The San Jose State University
 
Cheer Squad 
is conducting try 
outs for the 2001-02
 Team 
April  6-8 
All incoming 
freshmen  and returning students 
with  at 
least 
a 2.25 GPA are 
eligible
 to try out. 
For more 
information
 
contact  head 
coach  Jenise 
Mills 
sjsucheercoach@hotmail.com
 
(408)  
924-1693  
Application
 
available online 
at:  
www.sjsuspartans.com
 
1%.\ Luncheons-  
and 
"Study 
kJ, %%MI 
Caret have 
been
 
h a 
diversity of 
student
 
,.1:::.,111:!.!twils. 
including numer-
it; 
..th
 iic and Greek 
organiza-
!1..11...
 R.,i(lenct! Hall 
associations,  
!!,:I..ti!: 
ttall1S
 and clubs and Tari-
m' 
,I.Itural  groups 
Vrht  dly. 
President
 Caret 
, r, .1 the 
Student  Interns 
to
 the 
1.1.11!  pr.!grarn
 
specifically to 
1 'Lite
 improvt.d, 
ongoing 
between 
the 
Pres-
,,I 1.,. ()Rice and the 
student 
community. 
These are current, ongoing 
. 
efforts, and if any student organi-
zation is interested  in having 
a 
Study Break 
with  Caret, they can - 
contact the 
Interns'  Office at 924-
2981.
 
Gabe 
Reyes  
assistant
 to the president 
for 
campus climate 
-71/motincemenis
 
7hanhVoe,
 'Voles 
Teyalia
 
Class
 rkilys ( ;cip 
and  
j)iploma
 
wines  
(31tinini ilreni4ersiiip and /7Tort,... 
April 5th & 
6th 8 am - 5 pm 
@ 
Spartan
 Bookstore! 
Come visit 
us! 
011, H I 
INDUSTRIES  
,,,y,Ep
 
EFF: tug= 
1 0 OFF 
All Frames 
by Framing 
Success  
A Ii!nuatt rut 
kAitimuuit at our 
fitality
 du. USA. 
We 
_914,1,441u 
owplett 
cattsfutiacor  
AftilZrefluul.  
officutily 
aaltoricalgoUl4afestbosrutigtAt
 
unwercity 
Iwo pia age 
Offer 
good
 until April 
6, 2001 
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Spartans
 
rally  late, 
lose  to 
Cardinal
 
in
 10th, 
5-3 
By Ben Aguirre Jr. 
May Sposis Eorros 
The Spartan baseball team 
marched into 
Sunken Ditunond at 
Stanford
 University 
last
 season 
and defeated 
the then -No. 2 
ranked 
Cardinal 4-2. 
In that game,
 the Spartans did 
all their 
scoring in one inning: the 
fourth,
 when first baseman John 
Fagan 
hit a grand shun 
that  led 
them to 
victory. 
Tuesday, however,
 Stanford 
turned the tables and held
 the 
Spartans to 
three  runs, which 
were all scored 
in the seventh 
inning,
 and the number 
one would 
haunt San Jose
 State University 
in a 4-3 loss at 
Municipal  Stadium. 
The Spartans
 were facing now -
ranked No. 1 team in the nation, 
according to the Baseball America 
top 25 poll, and it was the Stan-
ford  player wearing the No. 1 who 
continued to be a thorn in the 
Spartans'
 side. 
In 
the first inning, the leadoff 
batter, Chris O'Riordan, who 
wears No. 1, belted a fastball from 
SJSU Starter Tim 
Adinolfi  over 
the wall in left -center field, giving 
the Cardinal a 
1-0  lead. 
"He kind of grooved a fast 
ball  
right down the  
middle,"  O'Riordan 
said. "The first pitch of the game, 
you usually see a good pitch. The 
pitcher wants to get ahead, 
so
 I 
jumped on it." 
Adinolfi  bounced back and held 
Stanford 
to one run until the third 
inning, when O'Riordan stepped 
up
 to the plate 
again.
 
With one out, the second base-
man singled 
to center field and 
advanced 
to
 second on a single by 
Cardinal centerfielder Sam Fuld, 
and eventually scored on Carlos 
Quentin's single to left. 
SJSU head 
coach  Sam Piraro 
went to his bullpen in the next 
inning and continued
 to do so for 
the next three innings, using 
three  
pitchers in the three innings. 
"The pitchers did OK tonight," 
Piraro said. "They kept us in the 
ball 
game."
 
The 
Cardinal  scored one more 
run in the sixth
 inning, which put 
it 
ahead  by three, but that's when 
the Spartan bats carne alive. 
After SJSU pitcher 
Jeremy 
Rogelstad 
entered the game in the 
top of the seventh and 
struck out 
two, Spartan designated
 hitter 
Zack Zwissig hit a double to left
-
center, to lead off a 
three -run sev-
enth inning rally that featured five 
hits, including a two-run 
home run 
by third baseman Kevin Frandsen.
 
Zwissig  said he was
 looking for 
a fastball from Cardinal 
reliever 
Luker, who entered the game in 
the sixth, and he got one and 
ripped it to the gap. 
Piraro said he was pleased with 
the way his team pounced on 
Luker's mistakes. 
"Luker
 came in, and we did a 
nice job on him," he said.
 "He hung 
a few pitches, and we were
 able to 
capitalize 
on
 it." 
Rogelstad continued
 to stymie 
the Cardinal offense 
through the 
eighth and most of the ninth. 
After reaching base on 
a single 
to left field, Stanford's Arik Van-
Zandt stole second base with two 
outs and advanced to third on 
Spartan catcher Mark Bautista's 
throwing error that ended up in 
center 
field.  
On the next
 pitch, Bautista 
bobbled the ball. 
VanZandt
 
attempted to 
steal home, but was 
tagged out by Rogelstad, who
 ran 
in to cover
 home as Bautista 
tracked down
 the ball. 
The Spartans went 
down in 
order in the
 ninth, and the two 
teams 
went into extra innings. 
In the 
10th, Oltiordan 
struck  
again, leading off with 
a single to 
left field and later advancing to 
third on a 
Fuld  double to right 
field. 
With two outs, the bases loaded 
and Rogelstad working his fourth 
inning of relief, Cardinal shortstop 
Scott Dragicevich singled
 through 
the left side, 
allowing O'Riordan 
and Fuld to score the winning 
runs. 
"I guess it is a little ironic,"
 
O'Riordan said of scoring the first 
run and the game -winning run. 
"I'm really excited for Scott (Drag-
icevichi. We really needed 
that hit 
,r 
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David Baton Daily 
San Jose State University baseball players watch as teammate Gabe Lopez's pop
 fly sails through the air. The Spartans came from behind 
to tie Tuesday's game against Stanford 3-3, but lost 5-3
 in 10 innings at Municipal Stadium. 
right there." 
Piraro said he didn't think he 
overused Rogelstad. 
"He wasn't tired," Piraro said. 
"His start got rained out in 
Hawaii. He was fresh and had 
good action on his pitches. He 
almost pitched out of trouble in 
the 10th."
 
Stanford head coach Mark 
Marquess gave credit to SJSU. 
"We've
 always had good games 
with San Jose State," he said. 
"They're very difficult to beat here, 
and they have some key guys from 
last year. 
They're a real solid 
team." 
Piraro said he thought his team 
played well but noted it has had 
the same problem all 
season. 
"I don't believe much in moral 
victories," he said. 
"I
 thought our guys played 
hard, as they always
 do, but it has 
been kind of apropos of our season. 
We'll make a real nice comeback 
late in the ballgame, but we don't 
take the
 lead." 
The
 Spartans' schedule doesn't 
get 
any  easier, because they are 
scheduled to play a three
-game 
series this weekend at Municipal 
Stadium against Rice 
University,  
a team that 
is ranked No. 2 by 
Baseball America. 
"We know we are going to see 
some excellent pitching," Piraro 
said. "They have some 
of
 the best 
pitching in the country.
 I don't 
think we 
are  going to change any-
thing drastically. We 
just need to 
adjust some things offensively. We 
got to put the ball 
into play a little 
more." 
Baseball, softball
 teams
 to 
face nationally 
ranked  
opponents  
By Julian J. Rainos 
D \UV 
SIAF1  WRITI-Ft
 
After playing nationally ranked 
Stanford 
University,
 the Spartan 
baseball team is scheduled to host 
another top team this weekend. 
The Rice University 
Owls are 
scheduled to take on San Jose 
State University in a 
three -game 
Western Athletic Conference 
series beginning at 7 p.m. Friday 
at Municipal Stadium. 
Saturday's and 
Sunday's
 games 
are scheduled for 1 
p.m. starts. 
SJSU currently has a 17-13-1 
overall record and a 6-9 
WAC  
record. 
The Owls lead the WAC with a 
17-1 mark. They have won nine 
conference games in a row, 
includ-
ing 
a three -game sweep of SJSU 
in Texas on March 16-18. 
"We would like to beat Rice,"
 
SJSU head 
coach Sara Piraro 
said. "They have had their way 
with  us." 
The Spartans had the lead in 
every game of the series but were 
not able to hold the
 lead, Piraro 
said.  
"We could have won at least
 
two games," he 
said. 
Rice is the top -ranked
 team in 
both the 
College Baseball News-
paper  top 30 poll and 
the 
ESPN/Baseball Weekly top 25 
w,che:'
 poll, and the
 team is also
 
Around  
he k 
h0F11 
spert4e, Saceleall eind Softball Notebook  
No. 2 in the
 Baseball America poll. 
"They are a great team," Piraro 
said. "They are capable of 
winning  
a national 
championship."  
Rainbows  Sweep 
When
 the Hawai'i Rainbows
 
visited San Jose
 in early March, 
they 
were  swept by the Spartans 
in a three-game WAC series at 
Municipal  Stadium. 
On the island of Oahu, the 
Rainbows got their revenge
 by 
sweeping
 SJSU in a three -game
 
series that began March 
23 and 
ended 
March  25. Hawai'i has 
improved since
 that meeting, 
Piraro  said. 
'1'hey are playing really well 
now," he 
said. 'Their pitching has 
The San 
Jose
 Jazz 
Soceity
 Presents: 
Jazz Goes
 to 
College  
2001
 
Summer camp at SJSU 
rr 
tr_ 
a .0; -/No. 
- 
. 
-44 
1111 
I; 
4 
- 
ft.. 
'yr 
411111r744  
- 
J 
Camp
 
101:  
June 
18-22 (beginner to 
intermediate) 
Camp
 102 
June 15-29 
(intermediate
 to 
advanced)
 
Tuition: 
$225
 per week 
or
 $400 for 
both
 weeks 
Study 
and perform
 music 
this
 
summer
 with the
 country's
 top jazz 
artists
 
on the SJSU 
campus!
 
For 
more information
 call th 
San 
Jos
 Jazz 
Society  at 
(408)  
288-7557.  
rho 
SJJS  
is
 
dedicated
 to 
oromdtinfl
 
a 
todocco  
free 
musica! 
ble)gtyle 
%on icps-
 
al  
improved. They shut us down." 
The 
Rainbows  play on an artifi-
cial surface at Rainbow Stadium, 
one of a few teams in the country
 
to do so, Piraro said. The Rainbows' 
experience on Astroturf, on the 
field and at the plate, was a 
factor
 
in their victories, Piraro said. 
"They know how to field and hit 
on turf," he said. 
Hawai'i  committed only one 
error in the series. 
Beware of 
Bulldogs 
The Spartan softball team is 
also scheduled to take on No. 13 -
ranked Fresno State University 
this 
weekend  at home. SJSU has a 
19-22 record overall and a 1-1 
WAC  
record.
 
The Bulldogs won the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
championship in 1998
 and are a 
WAC 
powerhouse,  head coach Dee 
Dee Enabenter said. 
"They have a lot of tradition," 
Enabenter
 said. "They are the 
team that is 
hunted."  
The doubleheader is scheduled 
to begin at 1 p.m. Saturday at the 
SJSU 
Field. 
Lion
 Tamers 
In their first WAC series of the 
starts!  
-I 
discovered  
Century  Graphics for 
Custom Printed T-shirts. They're
 
Fact 
Casy,  and Affordable! 
AD
 Their 
Prices Include 
Screen  Set -Ups and 
one Hour 
of
 Artwork! I loved my 
shirts so much, I told all m friends!" 
season, the Spartans split a dou-
bleheader against Loyola Mary -
mount University on March 29 in 
Los 
Angeles.  
SJSU lost the first game 3-0 
and won the second game 1-0 in 
extra  innings. 
Pitcher
 Candice Alcin went 
the distance for the win to 
improve her record to 4-5. Short-
stop Becca Baldridge
 scored 
the winning run in the eighth 
inning  on a 
Lions error. 
"We haven't been able to score 
runs," Enabenter said. "We try to 
score runs any way we can." 
LMU is scheduled to be 
SJSU's second consecutive con-
ference opponent of the weekend 
following
 Fresno State's visit on 
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SAT:
 uc system's
 push 
to eliminate
 
test
 
from requirement
 
not  
likely
 at 
SJSU 
 
continued
 from 
Page  I 
Council 
on 
Education's
 annual 
meeting  in 
Washington,  D.C.,
 on 
March
 21, citing 
the lack of a 
rela-
tionship 
between 
a student's
 test-
taldng skills 
and the 
skills
 learned 
in the classroom.
 
"Standardized  
tests  are fair
 and 
useful  admissions
 tools 
when  they 
assess what
 students 
have
 actual-
ly learned
 in school," 
Atkinson 
said.  "Not how they 
rate  on an ill-
defined measure of 
aptitude or 
intelligence."
 
The 
SAT was 
developed
 in the 
1920s
 by the 
Educational
 Testing 
Service 
as
 a way t,o 
predict  how 
well 
students
 would 
perform  in col-
lege, according
 to the College 
Board Web site. 
The College 
Board,
 a 100 -year-
old nonprofit 
organization,  admin-
isters the 
test
 seven times 
per  year 
at a cost of 
$24  per student, the 
organization  said. 
The test 
consists  of seven sec-
tions, each timed 
separately, in a 
multiple-choice
 format, 
according  
to 
information  from 
the UC sys-
tem's office
 of the 
president.  
The test focuses
 on the stu-
dent's reasoning ability in both 
verbal and mathematical areas. 
Students across the country 
spend hours preparing
 for the test 
and purchase publications 
designed  to help improve their 
scores. 
Melissa Puckett, a graduate 
student in 
therapeutic  recreation, 
said she 
recalls
 the stress and anx-
iety she 
went
 through before the 
test and also sees it in the high 
school 
students  she works with. 
"They 
are always thinking about 
it,"
 she said. "It's a big event." 
Gaston 
Caperton,  the president 
of the College 
Board,
 responded in 
a statement 
to
 Atkinson's propos-
al. 
While he 
agreed with Atkin -
son's belief 
that  there is a tenden-
cy to 
overemphasize  the SAT
 and 
other 
standardized  admission 
tests, Caperton 
said  the SAT 
remains an 
important factor in the 
admissions process. 
"The SAT supports the goals 
of 
a standardized
 test movement 
when 
taken  into consideration 
with grades, 
extracurricular  activi-
ties and 
achievement tests," 
Caperton said. 
 
"It (the 
SAT) 
gauges a 
stu-
dent's 
capability 
to achieve 
at
 the 
university 
level." 
Luna Inoye, 
occupational therapy major 
Current UC admission 
stan-
dards include the SAT I or ACT, 
SAT II scores and high school GPA, 
according to the UC system's pres-
ident's office. 
The SAT II consists of individ-
ual one
-hour-long  tests in five sub-
ject areas
 generally in multiple-
choice format. The tests are sup-
posed  to measure knowledge and 
the ability to apply that knowledge 
in 
English,  math, science, foreign 
languages,
 history and social stud-
ies. 
The SAT II would remain a fac-
tor in admission, according to 
Atkinson's proposal 
and an alter-
native 
admission  test 
would be cre-
ated for 
the  UC system.
 
Pending  
approval  from 
the 
Board of 
Regents, the 
earliest that
 
the new 
standardized  
test would 
affect
 incoming 
freshman 
class  
would  be the 
Fall
 2003 
semester,
 
according
 to the 
UC president's
 
office. 
Freshman
 Marlon 
Garna, an 
undeclared 
major, said a 
UC-stan-
dardized
 test is a bad
 idea. 
"They could 
bend the rules of 
the test," Garna said. 
Luna Inoye, a 
senior occupa-
tional therapy major, said she
 does 
not think 
the test should 
be
 
dropped. 
"It gauges a 
student's
 capability 
to achieve at the university level," 
she said. "But there is too much 
emphasis on the SAT." 
Some students who transferred 
from junior colleges
 to SJSU, such 
as Jaime Jimenez, a junior psy-
chology major who 
took the SAT, 
said the test prepares students for 
the realities of 
the  college entrance 
exams.
 
"The SAT has
 been around for 
so long that people know what to 
expect," Jimenez said. 
CENTER: Offers 
drop -in coaching sessions Mondays through Thursdays 
 
continued  from 
Page I 
Registering at the Career 
Cen-
ter is the key 
that opens the door to 
endless 
opportunities,
 she said. 
"Students can
 really utilize and 
take advantage
 of the program, but 
they need to 
register,"  Peck said. 
Although the center
 can help 
graduating students 
planning  to 
enter the job 
market,
 the services 
are available to all registered SJSU 
students, she said. 
"As long as the student registers
 
with the Career Center, we can 
keep in touch with them via e-mail 
about upcoming programs avail-
able for their major," Peck said. 
'We're working behind the scenes. 
Students don't have to come in - we 
can keep in touch with them elec-
tronically."  
Technology has brought the cen-
ter into the electronic age, Peck 
said. 
With the implementation of "e -
resumes," referral services and "e -
notification," students 
will be noti-
fied of special
 programs and events 
related to their major, Peck said. 
But that shouldn't keep stu-
dents from 
dropping  by the center. 
The center offers 10 -minute 
drop -in career coaching sessions 
from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Mon-
day through Thursday on a first -
come, first -served 
basis.  Students 
may also schedule 
individual 
appointments
 with a career consul-
tant, Peck said. 
Computer banks are available 
for students  to register online and 
access job listings, Peck said. The 
center also has shelves filled with 
videos, directories and books rang-
ing from career strategies to career 
development.
 
Depending on 
the day, about 80 
students visit 
the  center daily, 
according to Lori Moore, the front 
desk assistant at the Career Cen-
ter. 
"But we can get as many as 200 
students, or a low 
of 35," Moore 
said.  
Jaya Dasari, an electrical engi-
neering graduate student,
 said she 
visits 
whenever  she has the chance. 
From the 
career
-resources lab 
filled with videos,
 to CD-ROMs and 
publications  from job fairs, to 
resume -writing critique sessions, to 
interviewing worlcshops, students 
have an array of choices, Peck said. 
Dasari said she has attended job 
fairs and has used the center's 
counseling services, but has had no 
luck 
finding  a job. 
"It's seems a little 
disappoint-
ing," Dasari said. 
"But
 it's very good 
for making resumes
  they help us 
a lot here." 
One 
of
 the programs the Career 
Center offers
 is recruiting services. 
It allows prospective 
graduates 
to connect with hiring
 employees 
through 
job  fairs, presentations, 
networking
 events and resume 
referral services. 
Peck said the center 
offers 
employer presentations and special
 
events that students can check  out 
online. 
As for
 the success rate of stu-
dents who participated in the 
Career Center's recruiting services, 
Peck said 
it is too early to make 
that assessment. 
The graduate employment 
report, a survey of job -placement 
information from the 1999 gradu-
ating class, stated that 94 percent 
of the bachelor's 
graduates,  96 per-
cent of the master's 
graduates  and 
99 percent of the credential recipi-
ents were 
employed.  
And the graduates' average 
monthly salaries for full-time 
employment ranged from $2,911 to 
$4,422.
 
Peck said the new report will be 
conducted sometime in July, but 
that the reports are not too reliable. 
"Surveys don't tell everything," 
Peck 
said. "You can't compare 
apples to oranges." 
She said only about 
40 percent of 
the students respond to the surveys. 
"You can't get all the accurate 
information," Peck said. 
Still, the statistics show that the 
Career Center has helped many 
SJSU students. 
'There are tremendous opportu-
nities available," Peck said. "Stu-
dents just don't Imow." 
SEX: Next scheduled workshop to 
address  myths, realities and abuses of alcohol 
 continued from Page I 
versity, said she decided to attend 
the workshop because she wanted 
to learn more about gender com-
munication. 
"Conversation is key. Commu-
nication is really, really impor-
tant," Dahlke said. "Talking one-
on-one is very 
important."
 
To begin the workshop, men 
and women were instructed to sit 
on opposite sides of the room and 
write down 
questions for one 
another. 
Eric Velasquez, a student who
 
attended the 
discussion,  said he 
was attracted to the event 
because
 
of the free cookies and milk. 
Velasquez 
said
 he also attend-
ed the
 workshop 
because
 it was 
beneficial
 to his personal
 develop-
ment. 
Anne 
Zorbach,
 a junior 
major-
ing in 
accounting and 
computer  
information systems,
 said she did-
n't realize 
she  was going to give 
answers to the
 male students' 
questions
 they had about women.
 
One  of the 
experiences
 shared 
by Zorbach was pregnancy. 
Zorbach said the workshop was 
an interesting experience overall, 
"I already had an idea 
of what 
some 
of
 the differences were just 
in my own 
relationship,  but it was 
interesting to hear men talk about 
how they feel." 
Wolcott said a tip to improve 
gender communication is to under-
stand that both verbal and non-
verbal differences exist in inter-
communication. 
The use of comprehensive lan-
guage, specifically "chairperson" 
instead of "chairman" to empha-
size people rather 
than gender, is 
another way 
to
 improve gender 
communication, Wolcott said. 
When  working with  other peo-
ple, not just the opposite sex, 
"accord men and women the same 
respect, 
try to understand others' 
points
 of view, give people the ben-
efit of the doubt," he said. 
During the 
discussion, some 
traditional 
stereotypical gender 
roles 
were  addressed. 
Women were described as more 
emotional, more home -oriented, 
more concerned
 with their appear-
ance 
and more expressive with 
their feelings. 
The students and staff mem-
bers who attended
 the workshop 
described men as 
more  aggressive 
than 
females, dominant, able to 
make decisions easily, prone to use 
harsh language and able to talk 
openly about
 sex. 
"Not that all women have these 
traits, and not that all men 
have 
these traits, 
but these are stereo-
typical things," 
Wolcott  said. 
'What's more true, especially 
today, is 
that probably somewhere 
in the middle of 
this
 is where more 
men and women
 both lie," Wolcott 
said. "It's hard to draw generali-
ties based on 
these  things. You 
can't say one 
group specifically 
does this or that." 
"Sex, Milk and
 Cookies" was the 
ninth 
development
 workshop 
offered
 during the semester by the
 
Student Life Center. 
A combination 
of faculty and 
staff 
members
 has organized the 
different workshops, 
Lorenzo
 said. 
The idea is to 
provide
 some -
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thing for everyone, she said. 
Lorenzo added that the work-
shops are for students and 
that 
new ideas 
from them are wel-
comed for future sessions. 
Time management, getting the 
most out of organizational
 meet-
ings and 
communicating  effective-
ly with other cultures have been 
some of the workshops presented
 
during 
the  semester. 
The next workshop will address 
the myths, 
realities and abuses of 
alcohol. It is scheduled for April 10 
in the Guadalupe Room of the Stu-
dent Union. 
There are no prerequisites to 
attend the workshops, 
which  are 
free of charge. 
Riding the 
rail 
Troy Bayless Daily Staff 
Israel Hernandez grinds on a rail Wednesday near the  
Fourth 
'Aleut parking garage. Hernandez, who was on his day 
off from Misston College, decided to go in -line skating on the 
San Jose State University campus.
 
GROUP:  
Separate
 from Gay, Lesbian, 
Bisexual and Transgendered Alliance 
 continued from Page I 
"We want to help them with 
relationship  problems as well as 
their integration onto the gay, les-
bian, bisexual and transgendered 
community," Lin said. "We want 
this to be more than just a coming-
out group." 
Cocci, who used to work for Peer 
Health Education, said there are 
not enough facilities for gay, les-
bian, bisexual or transgendered 
questions on campus. 
"This might be a new experi-
ence for young people, and a group 
that meets once a week may not be 
enough," Cocci said. 'You need 
someone whom you feel safe with. 
Anything 
this
 school can do to help 
them with their questions and 
help build 
awareness  is great." 
The new group is a separate 
entity than the one offered by 
the 
Gay,
 Lesbian, Bisexual and Traris-
gendered Alliance, according to Lin. 
Lin said he feels that the 
alliance has done a great job but 
that Counseling Services wanted 
to get involved. 
The birth of this group 
is anoth-
er step for the gay, lesbian, bisexu-
al and transgendered community. 
"It is encouraging to see various 
branches of the university reach-
ing out to the gay, lesbian, bisexu-
al and transgendered
 student com-
munity," said
 Shanna Sein, a mem-
ber of the Gay, Lesbian,
 Bisexual 
and Transgendered Alliance. 
"Their group will not only bring 
support to the gay, lesbian, bisexu-
al or transgendered individually, 
but hopefully
 increase the aware-
ness,  tolerance and respect from 
the street members of 
the  SJSU 
campus,"
 Sein said. 
The alliance is known for one-
on-one 
service,
 while the new 
group will be more
 of a peer sup-
port group, 
Lin  said. 
The
 group is also
 hoping to 
spread 
awareness, Lin said. 
"It still hurts to hear of negativ-
ity towards 
gay, lesbian, bisexual 
and 
transgendered,"  Cocci said. 
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Top, Marine biology major Wesley Fulton clings to a rock's edge as he tried to climb one of the 
harder routes on Trashcan Rock during the second day of climbing. 
FOCUS
 
SAN JOSE STATE 
UNIVERSITY - 
SPARTAN  DAILY 
Hanging  
out 
in 
Joshua  Tree  
PHOTOS AND 
TEXT  BY KRISTOPHER 
GAINEY  / DAILY STAFF 
Above, Hai Quach, 
left, and trip leader
 
Joshua  Baruch 
stretch 
their  arms 
after  finishing the 
final day of 
climbing. 
Right, 
Wesley  
Ful-
ton 
hangs  from 
a 
beam
 after 
accepting
 
a challenge 
made by 
the trip leader,
 
Joshua 
Baruch,
 left. 
The challenge was 
for him to hang
 
upside down by his 
hands 
and  feet 
under the beam and 
then 
to hoist himself 
up 
on
 the top of the 
beam without
 his 
feet touching
 the 
ground. 
Above, 
Whitney  Woodruff, 
a rock -climbing guide 
for the trip, climbed 
the center route set 
up on 
Thin Wall on the 
third day of climbing. 
Students learn to climb rocks in Joshua Tree
 National Park 
Six
 San Jose 
State University 
students
 spent their Spring 
Break climbing 
the rocks and 
hiking the 
trails ofJoshua Tree 
National
 Park in Southern Califor-
nia. 
Hai Quach, Wesley Fulton, 
Tommy Chiang, Velana 
Ferro,  Myra 
Ramirez and Lucy Ramirez partici-
pated in the first Spring Break trip 
organized by the Associated Stu-
dents Campus Recreation's outdoor 
adventure program. 
Three
 guides, Joshua Baruch, 
Whitney Woodruff and John Sargent 
led the trip, which included five days 
of climbing and hiking. 
The first day included a 10 -
minute hike to the climbing site 
known as Split Rock. 
The students were taught the 
basics of rock climbing, which includ-
ed explanations of the equipment, 
safety measures and belaying, which 
is a method of 
securing a hold for a 
rope 
"Let's do it," Quach said as he 
and his fellow students paired up 
with one belayer, the rock climbing 
equivalent of a spotter, and one 
climber on one of the three different 
climbing routes set up by the guides. 
Two knots are tied to secure 
the climbing 
rope to the climbers harness for 
safety, one 
as the primary knot and the other as a back-
up. 
As they climbed, 
students  learned 
to climb more with 
their feet than 
with hands and arms and 
put their 
trust in the belayers for
 their safety. 
On the second day
 of climbing, 
the group
 set out to demonstrate its 
newly 
acquired skills on Trashcan
 
Rock. 
Once the ropes 
were secured 
along the 
different
 routes, the stu-
dents climbed 
steeper  routes corn -
pared with those of the 
first day.
 
More difficult routes 
were later set up to chal-
lenge the climbers. 
"I'm going to climb this 
freaking boulder," Myra 
Ramirez said as she pre-
pared herself to climb the 
most difficult route of the 
day. 
This particular route 
had a rating of 5.7 on the 
Yosemite decimal scale. 
According to this scale, 
5.14 is the rating for the 
hardest route climbed in 
the 
world,  and 5.1 is the 
easiest. 
The group met its 
match on the final day of 
climbing
 at Thin Wall. 
"Yesterday we were
 on freaking 
boulders.  Today were on freaking 
cliffs," 
Ferro  said as she looked at 
Thin Wall's straight
 vertical climb. 
Three routes were set up with dif-
ficulties 
of
 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10,
 and 
each one was 
attempted. 
While only the least difficult
 
route was
 accomplished, some stu-
dents were only a few
 feet away from 
the top of the 5.10 route. 
On day four, the group took an 
eight -mile round-trip hike to Lost 
Palins Oasis in the 
south  part of the 
park. 
Along the hike, the group encoun-
tered and examined various desert 
plant
 and animal life, including 
snakes and 
homy
 toads. 
While the hike itself lasted less 
than two hours each way, 
students
 - 
were told to bring more than a gallon 
of water 
each,  due to the desert heat. 
Once the group
 reached the oasis, 
it had lunch under the shade of palm 
trees. 
For the final full day 
of
 the trip, 
the group 
had a day mixed with 
climbing  and hiking on the Barker 
Dam trail and the 
Geology  Tour 
Road.
 
On the Barker Dam hike, the 
group learned 
about drawings and 
remains left by American Indians 
who once inhabited the
 area. 
The  day ended around a campfire 
where the 
group discussed
 their 
experiences during 
the past days. 
The week-long trip,
 which lasted 
from March 24 t,o 
March 30, cost 
$295, 
which  included transportation, 
climbing
 gear 
and food.
 
Above, left to right, 
Hai Quach,
 warms his feet by a campfire 
with
 Wesley
 
Fulton,  
Velana 
Furro  and Lucy Ramirez after their  last full 
day 
In Joshua
 Tree 
National
 Park. 
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Pianist
 
Chucho
 
Valdes
 
tickles
 the 
ivories
 
Chris Preovolas 
Daily Staff 
Grammy winner Chucho
 Valdes, an Afro-cuban jazz 
pianist, played Tuesday night 
at Club Ibex on Market Street. 
Valdes 
will return to the Bay 
Area
 on June 19 for a six -night
 stand at Yoshi's in Oakland.
 
By Kevin
 Higuchi 
0411.Y  STAIF 
Cuban  pianist 
Chucho 
Valdes  had 
the audience 
members on 
their feet 
chanting for 
more Tuesday
 at Club 
Ibex.  
Backed by 
three young
-but -gifted 
musicians,  
Valdes'  fiery 
salsa  set had
 a 
lot 
of
 the audience
 talking 
about  his 
skills on the way 
to their cars. 
 
i(EVIEW
 
Packed 
from wall to 
wall,  those who 
came in late 
were forced 
to
 stand in the 
back of 
the  club. 
The set opened
 with a tune
 that had 
a long solo 
vamp,  which Valdes
 used to 
showcase  his 
group. Valdes 
would play 
fast runs
 of notes 
during  which 
conga  
drummer  Yaroldy 
Abreu would 
emulate  
using  his six 
multiple -pitched 
conga 
drums.
 
Valdes  also did
 this with 
bassist  
Lazaro Rivero
 and drummer 
Ramses 
Rodriduez,  almost
 challenging 
and 
pushing their 
musical limits. 
Valdes' face looked 
very
 stern and 
serious, but 
it often changed 
to a big 
smile
 when he made 
eye contact with 
his fellow musicians.
 They all seemed
 to 
be in total control
 of their instruments
 
and the audience. 
The quartet was
 led melodically 
by 
Valdes'  solo skills 
and Rivero's rum-
bling 
tumbao, or bass 
rhythms,  while 
Abreu and 
Rodriduez planted
 the 
rhythmic roots. 
Valdes' hands moved 
like a well-oiled 
machine as 
they
 played every key 
with 
precision.
 
His style combined
 elements of clas-
New 
Eve
 
album all bark,
 no bite 
By Jena Torres 
Dill SIA1.1-
 R 
For all of the talented contributors on 
Eve's second album,"Scorpion," it should
 
have had more
 of a sting. 
Eve Jihan Jeffers,
 a self-proclaimed 
"pit bull in a skirt," was introduced to 
the public with her 
first  album, "Eve: 
Ruff Ryder's First Lady" 
 
REVIEW 
With contributions 
from Dr. Dre, 
Swizz Beats, Damian and Stephen Mar-
ley, Gwen Stefani, DMX and Da Brat, 
the Philadelphia -based rapper's second 
album seemed like it should have been 
an amazing album - but it's not. 
The first single, "'Who's That Girl?" is 
the highlight of the album because of its 
danceable horns and dancehall 
sam-
pling. 
Another notable cut is "No, No, No," a  
remake of the reggae classic by Dawn 
Penn. 
 
For all the disappointments on the album, 
"Scorpion" has enough good tracks on it 
to 
make it worth buying, but it fails to live 
up to its 
expectations.  
Eve sings the chorus on the track and 
also "toasts," or raps Jamaican -style. 
The remake sounds digitized and 
lacks the horns and raw simplicity that 
make the original so soulful. 
The toasting by Bob Marley's sons, 
Damian and Stephen, however, gives the 
remake its own funkiness. 
Eve proves she can rhyme
 dancehall-
style and should experiment more with 
the infectious Caribbean rap music lack-
ing in the United States. 
The fourth track on the
 album, "Let 
Me Blow Ya Mind," was produced by Dr. 
Dre
 and features Gwen Stefani of No 
Doubt.
 
This track, however, is far from mind-
blowing.
 
Stefani's signature shrill is missing 
from the song. 
Her 
contribution
 is so unnoticeable 
that any ordinary backup singer could 
have been used instead. 
"You Had Me. You Lost Me," is the 
perfect song for anyone who has gotten 
dumped. 
Eve tongue-slashes the man who 
"messed around" behind 
her back. while 
backup vocalists tease. "Na, na, na, na, 
na."  
In the second track, "Cowboy," a cho-
rus of men ask, "Where my bitches at? 
Where 
my hoes at?" 
A chorus of women answers, 
"What? 
What? You know where we at." 
For someone who
 talks about being 
a strong woman, Eve
 disappoints by 
including this degrading dialogue on 
her album. 
It seems like Eve considers herself 
a "bitch" and a "hoe." 
"Gangsta Bitches," featuring Da 
Brat and Trina, is another lackluster 
song. 
It
 seems like the trio could have 
produced a song more interesting than 
just repeating "gangsta this, gangsta 
that," over 
and over. 
For all the disappointments on the 
album, "Scorpion" has enough good 
tracks on it to make it worth buying, 
but it fails to live up to its expecta-
tions.
 
Eve should resist the temptation to 
fall into the tired,
 hip-hop trap of being 
a foulmouthed thug. 
She should focus more on the tal-
ents she possesses 
that
 are rare in the 
rap world, such as singing, Jamaican -
style toasting and infusing her beats 
with dancehall and reggae
 flavor. 
sical music with the skill and creativity 
of many popular jazz pianists. 
Many times Valdes' solos 
would  
cause people to shake their heads in 
amazement, making it sound as if there 
was four 
hands playing at the same 
time. 
"The performance
 was totally dizzy-
ing," said Greg Robles, a San Jose State 
University music major. 
The group would often 
play
 rumba 
percussion  breaks on the congas and 
drums, 
with  Valdes chanting. 
These breaks are traditionally used 
in Cuba to accompany
 dancers and 
brought a lot of energy
 to the club. 
The rhythms
 traditionally follow the 
movements
 of the dancers 
but were 
improvised around the conga 
patterns. 
One of the tunes 
performed was 
called "My
 Romance," which included 
an 
extended
 piano intro and cadenza.
 
The 
solo
 showed Valdes' many 
influ-
ences, changing 
rapidly  from classical 
runs to blazing
 montunos, also known 
as 
repeated  Latin patterns, to 
quoting
 
classic jazz tunes such
 as "Softly as in 
the Morning 
Sunrise"  and "The Way
 You 
Look
 Tonight." 
The group 
also performed a medley 
of Duke Ellington songs, which 
includ-
ed the popular 
"Caravan."  
Unlike the original version, 
Valdes  
changed the 
rhythms
 and played the 
tune over an Afro-Cuban pattern. 
This pattern opened a lot of rhythmic 
doors for the group and gave 
drummer
 
Rodriduez a chance to really show the 
talent 
behind his ax. 
After the band finished, the crowd 
immediately stood up and kept cheer-
ing 
until the group returned and satis-
fied the audience's demands with an 
encore.  
Photo  courtecy Interscope 
Recohl,
 
Rapper  Eve 
released
 her second 
album,  titled 
"Scorpion,"
 on Interscope Records.
 
The 
'Kings
 of Rock'
 lose
 
crown
 
with  
latest  
record 
By Jordan 
Robertson
 
DARN
 SI %IF WRIIIR 
Rap trio 
Run  DMC 
paved
 the 
way for 
countless  
rappers
 when 
it broke 
into the 
mainstream  
nearly two
 decades 
ago. 
 
REVIEW
 
But the 
group's 
new album,
 
"Crown  
Royal,"
 falls 
far short 
of
 
expectations.
 
Run 
DMC  
has
 become
 sur-
f-prisingly  
mainstream
 
itself. 
Nearly 
every 
track  on 
the  
;album  
features
 guest
 vocals
 
.:from  
other 
popular 
artists,
 
.-which
 
indicates  a 
slick 
market-
:ing
 scheme 
that may 
help sell 
;albums
 but
 
ultimately
 
hurts 
:the 
quality  
of
 the 
music.  
Photo courtesy
 or At-lista 
The group 
no
 longer makes 
tracks  with that 
classic
 Run 
DMC style 
heard on old 
cuts
 
such as 
"My Adidas" 
and "Rais-
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ing Hell."
 
New groups 
should  be emu-
lating 
that old style.
 
Instead,  Run 
DMC  is 
follow-
ing the trend of 
making tracks 
with more 
emphasis  on produc-
tion than lyrics. 
The 
guests  featured 
on
 the 
album include 
Sugar Ray, 
Jagged 
Edge, Method Man and
 
Fred Durst of Limp
 Bizkit, 
among others. 
The 
contributing  
artists 
come  from groups 
in nearly 
every musical genre,
 from alter-
native to 
pop to rock. 
By including 
all  these artists 
- 12 in total - 
on the album, 
Run DMC
 not only harms
 its 
credibility  but the 
quality  of the 
songs 
as well. 
The group
 occasionally 
reverts 
back  to some of its 
old
-
school 
beats  and rhymes. 
With 
all  the weird 
collabora-
tions
 on this album,
 however, 
the 
tracks  end up 
sounding 
awkward,  and any 
nostalgia  is 
lost.  
For instance, 
the collabora-
tion 
with
 Sugar Ray, 
called  
"Here 
We Go 2001," 
begins
 with 
rhymes  and beats 
reminiscent 
of old -school
 Run DMC. 
When the 
pop star begins 
"rapping," 
however,  the track 
goes downhill 
quickly.
 
It became 
hard to take
 the 
album
 seriously.
 
Fred Durst
 rapped 
about  sil-
icone 
breast
 implants.
 
Kid Rock
 rapped 
about  rock-
ing. 
Jagged Edge 
was - gulp 
- 
singing. 
Badly.  
It was 
expected  that 
the  leg-
endary
 trio 
would 
produce 
a 
gem of 
an
 album 
in its 
first  
release
 since 
"Down  
With  the 
King"
 in 1993.
 
The 
group  has 
the history
 
and 
the street 
credibility
 to pro-
duce a 
great album
 with few
 or 
no 
guest 
vocalists.  
And 
the tracks 
would  have 
been
 more 
appealing
 without 
Fred 
Durst  or Kid 
Rock  butting 
in 
and  offering 
their two 
cents.
 
Instead, 
Run DMC 
made
 
tracks that 
seem heavier on 
the 
bells -and
-whistles than 
on any 
of its
 previous albums.
 
The 
eleven  tracks 
on "Crown 
Royal"  seemed 
to drag on 
and  
on. 
Even the
 last track,
 a collab-
oration
 with 
Method 
Man  
called 
"Simmons  
Incorporated."  
couldn't
 save the 
album.  
After the 
album 
ended,  
"Crown
 Royal" 
wasn't 
worth  a 
second listen. 
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SHOP:
 
Students
 
took 
trip to 
observe sweatshop
 in Puebla, 
Mexico  during 
Spring
 Break, try to spread word 
at 
SJSU
 
 continued 
from
 Page I 
tract with 
the  Fair 
Labor
 Associa 
tion, according 
to
 the 
sociology
 
major.  The 
organization,
 hilweyer,
 
does 
not  walk 
inside
 the factorits.
 
Nisperos 
said.  
The groups are upset
 because 
the university 
has a contract with 
Nike, where 
the baseball team 
received free uniforms, she said.
 
"We
 want to let people know
 our 
apparel is 
going to be made
 in 
these oppressive
 conditions," 
Nis-
peros  said. 
Weaver said 
the  students' right 
to 
participate  in 
the decision
 was 
ignored.
 
"It was an 
issue of campus 
democracy," he said. 
"Student, had 
no 
voice  in that
 
decision
 to bring 
tli.it 
to 
campus."
 
During Spring 
Break,
 Nisperos 
and Weaver took part
 in a United 
student,
 Against Sweatshops del-
egation and visited
 the Kuk Dong 
apparel 
factory  in Puebla, Mexico. 
The 1"actory manufactures colle-
giate apparel for Nike and Reebok. 
"The 
majority
 are 
overwhelm-
ingly young women," Weaver said. 
"Th,-,
 ari 
anything  
but 
helpless.  
The% need some solidarity and 
support
 
-We 
want to help 
them 
guaran-
tee their right to 
get  an indepen-
dent union,- Weaver said. "That 
will 
only  happen if we, as students
 
and consumers, put pressure on 
school administration or Nike 
to 
guarantee  indepen-
dent elections
 " 
For
 workers to organize,
 Weaver 
said, they 
need
 to be able 
to
 meet 
in a 
neutral  place 
and  have a 
secret ballot. 
They
 cannot form 
a union when 
their employers
 threaten to 
fire
 
them if 
they try to speak
 out, he 
said.
 
"It's horrible, 
and it sounds 
absurd that 
people are working
 for 
these  wages," Nisperos said. 
Nisperos 
said  workers at 
the 
Kuk 
Dong factory 
make  350 
pesos,
 
or about $37, per 
week. 
A family of four spends
 a mini-
mum of 
$14 on expenses daily, 
she 
said.  That means two or 
three fam-
ily 
members
 must bring home
 at 
least $5.30 a 
day to survive, she 
said. 
Pointing to the 
wired fence, 
Weaver said, 
"This  is a mild ver-
sion of what the workers face." 
Clothes  are made behind 
barbed wire fences 
that
 are 
patrolled by guards, he said. 
A regular day 
for the workers 
begins at 8 a.m. and ends at 6 p.m., 
included are a 30 -minute lunch 
break and two bathroom
 breaks. 
Workers are yelled at and 
slapped on the head, he said.  
"Stuff we heard about in the 
last century in this country are 
happening now in Mexico," Weaver 
said. 
"Yet we slip on our shirts with-
out thinking about the 
people 
behind the label," he said. 
"There's a fierce loyalty to 
brand,  and the 'swoosh' 
is among 
them," Weaver
 said. 
POUNDING:
 )clay 
caused by 
weather,  condition 
of soil at new 
library site 
 continued from Page I 
"You don't
 want to be 
in the lab 
for two and a half
 hours and lis-
ten to that pounding
 for two and 
a half hours," he said. 
Michael 
Kaufman, a 
physics  
professor,
 said the noise 
and 
vibrations 
affect  his 
classes,
 
which are held in 
the Science 
building.
 
Kaufman 
said both 
the  noise 
and vibrations
 were worse last 
month, when the 
pile  
driver  
wa, 
closer to the 
building. 
Although  he 
understands
 that 
the noise is 
necessary to 
complete  
the building, 
Kaufman  said it 
is
 
unfortunate  
that the 
students 
and 
faculty 
members
 in the 
Sci  
ence 
building  have to 
end uri. it 
-sentially,  the people in 
of 
construction
 
took
 very 
little 
notice
 
of our needs
 in this 
building.- he said. 
Kaufman said representatives 
from Facilities, Development and 
Operations and the 
Redevelop-
ment Agency
 came to a faculty 
no.iling
 last fall and said that 
various
 
noise  abatements would 
be 
implemented
 
to muffle the 
of 
the 
pile driver. 
Kaufman said the representa-
mi., told the faculty that they 
would build a sound wall to 
lessen the noise. 
They
 also said they would 
seri.,, in the piles, Kaufman said, 
instead 
of hammering
 them into 
I 
hi.  1.,,round.
 
But neither the sound 
wall  nor 
The 
Institute of Electrical 
and  Elect ronics Engineers
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()pen  to all 
engineering  
the 
alternative
 way to install the 
piles has 
been  implemented, he 
said. 
In February, Johnson
 said the 
pile  driver was 
wrapped.
 
"The pile driver is muffled," 
he
 
said. "What 
you are hearing is a 
restricted noise.
 If we hadn't done 
that, you could 
probably  hear it at 
home."
 
Kaufman  said he has received 
conflicting 
information  from 
Facilities, Development and 
Operations and Gilbain, the con-
struction 
company  working at the 
site, about how many  piles 
remain to 
be driven into the 
ground. 
'On the same day I was told by 
FDO that 
there  were 270 piles to 
go, Gilbain said there were more 
than 500 to go," he said. 
Sophomore Julie Feuerhelm 
has three
 classes in the Science 
building and said the pounding 
disturbs each of them. 
"It just pounds all day long," 
said Feuerhelm, 
whose  first class 
starts at 9:30 a.m. 
and last class 
starts at 4 p.m. "You 
have to close 
the 
doors and the windows, 
and 
you can't sit next 
to the windows." 
She said, 
however,  that the 
noise  has become less frequent
 
since the 
beginning
 of the semes-
ter. 
"It's  gotten better recently," 
Feuerhelm said. "It's definitely
 
annoying, but I think we can get 
through it. As long as (our profes-
sors) are aware that we might not 
be hearing everything in 
class." 
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Sweatshops have a good and a 
bad side, said Mark Alibayan, a 
management information systems 
student, standing close to the 
group's information table. 
"It's a good source for cheap 
labor," he said. "It's good for the 
companies but inhumane 
for 
workers. It's like a double-edged 
sword." 
Alibayan said he does
 not have 
a problem with the manufacturing 
of Nike apparel. The
 shoes, he 
said, are 
good quality and last 
long. 
"It doesn't really affect me that 
much. If I felt that strongly 
against it, I wouldn't buy the prod-
uct," 
Alibayan  said. 
Weaver said response to the 
campaign was favorable. 
The  
petition
 
garnered
 
1,000
 
signatures,
 
he 
said.  
The
 clubs
 
plan
 
to 
continue
 
circulating
 the
 
petition  
I 
throughout
 
the  
month  
to usher
 a 
staged
 
sweatshop
 
fashion
 show 
on 
-.-
Earth  
Day, 
April  
22.
 
Roland  
Lam,
 a 
computer
 
ant'Z
 
arts 
major,  
said 
he 
signed
 the
 peti-
tion. 
"If I 
know 
that
 a 
product 
coming  
from 
Nike 
or 
Tommy  
Hii - 
tiger,
 I 
won't 
buy 
it," Lam
 
"Students
 
should  
understand  
why 
not 
to buy
 them,
 
because
 it 
is hurt&
 
ing 
people 
and 
jeopardizing
 
their'
 
lives. 
"It's
 their
 choice,
 and 
no 
matter  
how  
nice
 (the
 
apparel)  
is, 
thep'-'*-4
 
have  to 
understand
 
the 
blood  
and
 
sweat
 it 
took
 to 
make 
that 
gar-.  
ment,"
 he 
said.  
SCHOLARSHIP 
OPPORTUNITY
 
The McNair 
Scholar
 Program is now 
accepting  
applications 
for 2001-2002. Benefits 
include: 
- Faculty mentored research experience 
- Intensive skills building workshops 
- Preparation 
for  the GRE 
- Assistance with grad applications and funding sources 
- Opportunity for publication and/or presentation of 
research findings 
- Regional and/or national travel 
- On -campus housing and meals if necessary 
- $2600 stipend 
Qualifications indude: 
- Interest in pursuing 
graduate
 study 
- Ability to participate 40 
hours per week in the summer 
(15 flexible) 
- Minimum 
2.80  cumulative GPA 
- Completion of at least 60 units 
- Graduation - May 2002 
or
 later 
- Low-income 
(Pell Grant Eligible) 
- First -generation (neither parent has a university
 degree) 
- Students who are under
-represented  in graduate 
education (Hispanic, 
Native -American, African -American) 
APPLY BY 04/20 - Program Office 
located at Student Services Center, 518 
CALL (408) 924-2540 
: 
s4,
 I 
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OPENING  
THIS  
SPRING IN 
VALLEY
 FAIR 
MALL!  
Join the 
California Pizza 
Kitchen 
team 
at its 
newest
 location 
opening  this
 month 
at
 the Valley
 
Fair 
Mall.  CPK 
is sure to 
be a great
 
success 
with its 
delicious  food 
served in 
an 
upscale,
 casual & 
friendly
 environment.
 
Come
 
find 
great  jobs with great
 people! 
CPK team 
members
 
enjoy:
 
Flexible 
Schedules
  Great 
Pay   Excellent
 
Training 
 
Immediate
 Health
 Benefits.
 
NOW
 
HIRING
 
ALL
 
POSITIONS
 
Apply 
in person,
 Mon -Sat,
 9am-7pm 
Westfield  
Shoppingtown
  Valley
 Fair 
2855
 Stevens 
Creek  Blvd. Space
 1036 
(Formerly 
Colorado  Pen Co) 
Ph:
 (408)
 243-0081
 
Or 
apply on-line 
at www.cpk.com
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CLASSIFIED
 
PHN: 
408-924-3277  
The 
SPARTAN  
DAILY 
makes no 
claim for 
products 
or 
services  
advertised  below
 
nor is 
there  any 
guarantee
 
implied.
 The 
classified  
columns  of the
 Spartan 
Daily 
consist
 of paid 
advertising
 
arid 
offerings 
are  not 
approved  or 
verified  by the
 
newspaper.
 
EMPLOYMENT
 
General
  
BILUNG & COLLECTION
 CLERK 
Part-time
 student 
assistant 
position available 
at the Spartan 
Daily  using 
computerized  billing 
system.
 Must 
have 
good 
comm.
 skills, 
be
 detail -oriented
 
& 
able to 
work
 
independently.
 
Business or 
accounting  major 
preferred,
 but
 not 
required.
 10 
flexible 
hours  a week.
 Call Pat 
924-3283 
or
 stop by 
DBH  203, 
from 
8:30am-2:30pm  for 
appl. 
START 
NOW  & HAVE 
A 
GREAT  JOB 
NEXT FALL!
 
RECEPTIONIST
 
WANTED  
Hours 
flexible. 
Close  to 
SJSU.  
Call
 Darlene 
at
 408-271-7900.
 
HUMAN RESOURCES,
 
MECHANICAL  & 
ELECTRICAL
 
ENGINEERING,
 BIOLOGY
 , 
CHEMISTRY
 & 
ACCOUNTING  
INTERNSHIPS
 
Affymax 
Research  
Institute
 is a 
recognized  leader with a 
broad 
portfolio
 of sophisticated
 tech-
nologies
 specifically 
designed  
to 
revolutionize  the drug 
discov-
ery 
process. This summer 
we 
will have 
over 15 paid intern-
ships. We 
offer  casual attire, an 
enjoyable environment,
 and 
convenient 
locations  in Palo 
Alto & Santa 
Clara. Join us 
this
 
summer 
and be a part of 
the 
AftyTeam!  Positions
 require 
college 
background
 in area of 
interest.
 Scientific positions
 
require 
some
 previous 
lab 
experience.
 Must have 
good 
communication
 & interpersonal
 
skills. 
To apply, e-mail 
your
 
resume to ari 
jobs@affyrnax.com  
or fax it to 
408-481-0393.  Please 
include the INTERN
 job code on 
your resume. 
OFFICE ASSISTANT: Small 
office. phones, 
reservabons,  light 
computer. good phone 
skills. 
flexible hours.
 408/292-7876. 
AvantSoft, Inc.
 San Jose 
needs EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT. 
Required skills: Excellent
 Eng-
lish,
 Windows NT, Microsoft 
Office, browsers, typing speed. 
Desirable: 
Install hardware. 
website updates. Flexible 25 
hrs/week.
 Fax: 408-351-8917
 
Email: 
jobseavantsoftcom.  
CLERICAL PERSON, part-time. 
Microsoft. Excel & general office 
work. etc. For more info call 
Kevin Crowley 408-267-1665. 
EARN SSS Promoting Artists 
like 
Nine  
Inch Nails, Fiona 
App/e. Limp Bizkit. 
Eminem.  & 
Bt within the San 
Jose area. No 
experience
 necessary. Visit 
www noizepollution.com for info 
or call 800-996-1816 
ENTHUSIASTIC, LOVE KIDS? 
2 1/2yr old boy wi speech delay 
nee* therapy. No exp nec. 
Will 
train,413/hr. 10+ hrsAvic. Call Mary 
408136-9279.
 
night:  973-1584. 
FACiLITATORS - After -School 
Outreach Facilitators needed to 
work- with 7th & 8th grade stu-
dent, in E. Palo 
Alto. Facilitators 
will promote and teach  
life skills 
and attitudes to youths that 
will 
lead:them
 towards
 adult lives 
that are 
healthy  and productive. 
excellent 
opportunity  for individ-
uals .whose career interests lie 
with  working to help at -risk 
youtIS and 
adolescent  
children.
 
Musk be 21 & have dependable 
transportation
 Hours Monday -
Thursday  3pm-6pm, 
$15  p/h. 
Call Jesse at 408-281-4268 x 106 
or 
fait
 resume to 
408-281-4288,
 
ref 
tiVAL
 
INSIk  
SALES
 REP, 
software  
dev services co 
PT afternoons 
now.s maybe 
FT during sum-
mer. -Some 
research work. Biz 
mail' not a 
reqmt.
 Req. Net & 
PC s/w exp, 
XLNT  comm skills. 
$12115/hour
 + 
incentives
  
commissions.  www.software-
qualffy.com 
408-452-9900  
WAKTED: FUN LOVING, GO 
GETTING TEAM MEMBER to 
loin (fir 
sales  staff at 
Valley
 Fair 
We 
are 
student schedule 
fnendly 
and offer competitive wages 
Call  ,Cindy at 244-7370 to 
schepule an interview or stop by 
Mall Luggage
 Management 
positIons also 
available 
RELIVERY DRIVERS 
Party 
rental  business. Perfect 
for 
*dents.  Earn $250 Every 
weeW3nd. Must have reliable 
truckZ or van. Heavy lifting is 
requeed.
 
408-292-7876
 
WE OME BACK SPARTANS!
 
Loca valet company in 
search  
of e thusiastic and energetic 
indi 
uals  to work at nearby 
mall hotels
 & private events. 
FT/P 
available We will work 
arou d your busy school  
scheedule Must have clean 
DMV,r. Lots of fun
 & eam $8-$15 
per heur Call 867-7275. 
Cfrtain sdvertIsements In 
those columns may refer the 
reader
 to 
specific 
telephone
 
nklmbers or addr 00000 for
 
alditional 
Information. 
Clissified readers should be 
retninded 
that, when making 
these further contacts, they 
shibuld require complete 
information before sending 
mOrwy for goods or services.
 
In,addltIon, readers should 
cafefully Investigate all firms 
offspring
 employment listings 
oricoupona
 for discount 
volition. or merchandise.
 
COUNSELORS
 Gang 
Prevenbon  
and After 
School  Program 
Staff 
P/T  Positions,
 10-25
 hours 
a 
week
 
$10-$12/hour. 
Call  408-
287-4170 
ext 251 for 
more info 
and
 app. Or Fax 
resume to 
408-
287-8025 
Attn:  Dept 
WS.  See 
www.girlscountsofscc.org
 for
 
details
 & other Girl 
Scout jobs. 
AA/EOE  
WOMEN
 - BE AN 
ANGEL  
BE AN EGG
 DONOR 
Family  Fertility
 Center 
is seeking 
bright,  
responsible.  
non-smoking
 women 
ages  21-30 
with 
good medical
 history. 
Generous 
compensation. 
14300-939-6886 
CLUB
 WILD: NOW 
HIRING 
Secunty,  Barbacks, 
Front  Door ID 
Person & 
Bathroom 
Attendants.  
Call 408
-286 -WILD, 
leave  msg. 
BICYCLE  MESSENGER
 
Part-time, 9exible
 hours 
Great for Students! 
Serving 
Downtown
 San Jose 
Inner City 
Express  
22 W. Saint John St.
 San Jose 
EXPANDING
 CO: Meaningful 
work, 
help  dev 
disabled
 adults 
live 
independent 
lives. 
$9+. 
248-4464x10  
ADMIN. ASST.
 NEEDED 
Mon -Wed -Fri Mornings
 
Downtown SJ 
CAII 
(408)  535-5765 
TELEMARKETERS
 
WANTED
 
Bay 
Area's leading entertain-
ment firm 
is seeking exp tele-
marketers.  Top Producers will 
earn 
$10-$20/hr
 
sal,  
bnfts  & 
stock opts 
for PT work. Call 
Today! Attn: 
Alan  408-282-2206. 
$35-$135/HR! Wear costume  
events 4 
kids, S Bay  SE FUN!Miust
 
have car. be avail
 Ands. No cm 
req'd. Wdl 
train. Cal eai 
-457-8166.  
C. A. R. 
PALO
 ALTO - To work
 
with children
 with disabilities.
 
M -F, 2-6pm. Need
 fun, outgoing, 
enthusiastic  people. 
Contact  
Mai -Ling
 650-812-2830.
 
GROOMER'S ASST. / KENNEL 
help 
needed  for small exclusive 
shop and kennel. PT, 
Tues-Sat.
 
Must be reliable.
 honest. able to 
do physical work. Prefer exp 
working w/ dogs, but will train. 
Great oppty for dog lover. Can 
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or 
Call
 371-9115. 
CROCODILE 
CAFE
 Now Hiring 
for Servers. Bartenders. Bussers 
Hosts. No experience necessary. 
Apply @ Valley Fair Mall 2-4pm. 
Mon. -Fri. or call 
408-260-1100.  
ARCHIVES/Collections Intern
 
Catalogue archival 
matls  for 
Tech museum. Data entry. 
scanning
 of items, etc. Need. 
attn to detail. deadline oriented, 
keyboard 50 wpm, ability to 
work with min supervision 
12-20 hrs/week Apply at 
www intern.wsv.org
 
Pos. ID IT0387 
VALET PARKERS - Part-time, 
evenings & weekends in Los 
Gatos and Saratoga Must be 
neat in appearance with good 
customer service skills. Must be 
able  to dnve a 5 speed and 
have a 
valid CDL Immediate 
opening & flexible schedules 
available
 Eam $7-$13/hr.
 + tips. 
Please 
call 408-364-0240. 
Golden Gate Valet. 
TRAVEL the 
WORLD!  
Cruise Ship Jobs Available 
Call.  (800) 
351-4464
 
SPECIAL EGG 
DONOR NEEDED 
Loving
 infertile couple is 
hoping 
to find a compassionate 
woman  
to 
help us have a baby We are 
searching for an 
intelligent, 
healthy woman. 21-29 
years old, 
half Japanese and 
half
 Northern
 
European Cornpensabon $5000 
If you 
are  interested
 
in helping 
our dream
 of parenthood come 
true, 
please
 call Options at 
800-886-9373
 ext 725 
ADMINISTRATIVE
 ASSIST. 
for
 busy 
construction  office 
Phone, filing, etc PT, 
20
 hrs/wk 
Hours flexible Fax resume 
408-279-4403 or email
 
athomas henselphelps com
 
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Teach 
teens & adults Company car & 
training 
provided  No experience 
necessary. Over 21, HS 
grad. 
Work when
 you want Pay 
negotiable. 408-971-0244. 
ACUFACTS SECURITY
 
Great for Students! 
Apply Online! 
F/T & 
P/T. 
Top Pay 
/ Benefits 
Call Sandy at 
408-286-5880  
www.acufacts.com  
WET PAID For Your Opinions!S 
Earn $15-$125
 & more per survey! 
www.money4opinions.com
 
PSYCHOLOGY
 
MAJORS: 
HOPE Rehabilitation 
Services  
a non-profit agency which 
offers 
a variety of 
quality
 services for 
adults who have 
developmental
 
disabilities, has PfT & F/T 
employment 
opportunities.  
If you
 are interested in 
being  
a roommate to a 
developmen-
tally disabled individual in 
exchange for rent; or 
assisting  
someone  during the week 
with
 
daily living skills such 
as gro-
cery shopping
 ($10/hr) call 
Lynne at 
408/282-0415.  
If you would like information 
about the FT, 
benefitted  posi-
tions of job coach 
and  instructor 
(day program or work activity) 
or PT substitute positions in 
various programs ($9/hr) call 
Valerie
 in HR at 408/748-2890. 
We have 
flexibility  to work 
around a 
student schedule for 
the PT work & 
are located close 
to SJSU. Our FT 
positions  come 
with  excellent benefits. This 
is a 
good opportunity to get practical 
experience in 
the field & work 
with a 
great group of clients & 
staff. 
All  majors welcome.E0E/AA 
ASIAN AMERICANS 
FOR 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Located in San Jose, 
we are a 
growing community based 
nonprofit established in 1973 
As a multi 
service  
agency,
 OW 
diverse services include
 
language & 
culturally
-proficient 
mental health services, senior 
services, youth services, 
a primary care health clinic 
and a domestic violence 
prevenbon/education
 program. 
We
 are hiring for the following 
FT/ PT positions -
Mental Health Counselors: 
Provide direct mental health 
rehabilitiation services to 
agency's clients.
 
Requirements:
 BA/MA in 
behavioral sciences or related 
field, fluent in vietnamese 
a plus. 
Youth Counselors: 
Provide 
counseling  assistance 
to youths. Requirements:
 
BA/BS is behavioral sciences 
or equivalent experience. 
Family Advocates Domestic 
Violence 
Program:  
Provide counseling and 
guidance at emergency 
shelter
 for 
battered
 
women  
Requirements:
 BA/BS in 
behavioral
 sciences or 
equivalent experience. 
Volunteers Always Needed! 
Send resumes to. 
AACI
 
Human  Resources 
2400 Moorpark Ave. #300 
San Jose. CA 
95128  
Fax: (408) 975-2745 
roland acupido@aaci 
org  
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS 
PART-TIME WORK 
w/
 ftex hours 
Part-bme or 
full-ome in summer 
 Internships
 possible 
 All majors may 
apply  
 Scholarships 
awarded
 annually 
 Some conditions
 
apply 
 Start at 15.00 base - appt 
 
50
 new openings
 to fill in 
customer sales/service 
 No experience necessary 
 Endorsed by National 
Acaderrtic Advisory 
Board 
Call 615-1500
 11am  4pm 
www workforstudents.corNsisu 
S10/hr GUARANTEED 
Work on campus F/T 
or P/T for 
as little as 5-10 hrs/wk or 
as
 
many as 40 
hrs/wk.  Be 
your
 
own boss. Create your own 
schedule.  Limited posibons 
Call 1-800-808-7442 x 80 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! 
P/T-summer or UT Career 
Call Now (800) 351-4464 
TEACH  
DRIVER  
TRAINING  
Full 
or
 Part 
Time
 - $12/hr 
Flex 
hours 
Will train
 
408-768-0566
 
FRATERNMES
  
SORORMES  
CLUBS  
STUDENT 
GROUPS  
Earn
 
$1,000-$2,000
 
this 
semester,
 with the 
easy 
Campusfundraiser.com
 
three 
hour
 fundraising 
event. 
No
 sales required.
 Fundraising 
dates are filling 
quickly,  
so 
call
 today! 
Contact
 
Campusfundraisercom
 at 
(888) 923-3238 or 
visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com.
 
ABCOM PRIVATE 
SECURITY  
Friendly, 
Alert,  Considerate
 
We 
Train.
 Student Friendly.
 
All Shifts,
 Graveyard 
Bonus  
408-247-4827 
For Part -Time
 and 
Full -Time 
Positions,  call 
HALLMARK 
PERSONNEL  
Fast
 placement. no 
fees 
Office jobs in local 
companies
 
Students/grads/career change 
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct  Hire 
Sunnyvale  to Redwood 
City
 
Phone: (650)
 320-9698 
Fax: (650)
 320-9688 
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
 
S EARN
 EXTRA CASH S 
Up to $600/month 
Become a Sperm 
Donor 
Healthy 
males, 19-40 years old 
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty 
Contact California Cryobank 
1-650-324-1900,
 M -F, 8-4:30 
TELEMARKETING part/full-bme 
Newspaper  subscriptions, Hourly 
+ bonus. Weekend shifts 
avail.  
5 blocks from SJSU. near It. 
rail. 
Media Promobons, 
408/494-0200.  
61500 Weekly Potential 
mailing our 
circulars.  Free 
information Call 
202-452-5901  
EMPLOYMENT  
Recreation/Swim 
etc. 
CASTILLEJA 
SCHOOL
 
Summer 
Camp  for Gins, Palo Alto. 
Camp Counselors Needed! 
Come have a summer of FUN 
and SUNSHINE! GrPat pay. food 
and colleagues. Call Nancy 
Nagramada 650-328-3160x109. 
nancy. nagramadadcastilleja org 
or visit www.castilleja.org. 
SUMMER DAY CAMP Positions,
 
FT, $10-$13 per hour. Work with 
abrisk girls 
in East San Jose. 
Send resume to  Girl Scouts of 
Santa Clara County, Attn. 
Rainbow, 1310 S. 
Bascom  Ave. 
San Jose, CA 95128 or email 
personnel  titigirlscoutsofscc.org 
or fax to 408-287-4025. 
SUMMER CAMP Counselors 
Directors Southwest 
YMCA 
in Saratoga
 is hiring for the 
summer Excellent benefits. call 
408-608-6833. 
ACTIVITY AIDES WANTED 
for Friday
 Evening Recreational 
Respite
 Program for Children 
with Special Needs 
Call Easter Seals 
408-295-0228 
CITY OF SAN JOSE, Recreation 
Leader, $11.37 hour 
starting  
Rewarding 
job for someone 
who enioys working 
with  youth. 
Here's your opportunity to make 
a difference 
in a child's life 
Seeking candidates w/leader-
ship.organization
 and problem 
solving skills to implement 
exciting after school programs, 
Hours are M -F afternoons and 
Sat. mornings.
 Candidates must 
have a 
high  school diploma or 
equiv. & pass a 
background
 
check before starting their 
work
 
assignment.  For more informa
 
bon contact the Hinng Unit at 
408-979-7826 or download at 
www cl san-lose ca us/ 
hum 
resgobs/rt htrn 
EARN $2500-$4500 
storytelling,  
lip-synching 8 
p4aying clodgeball! 
Jefunira Camp needs 
expenenced  
creative & energetic counselors 
Call  650-694-4650 for application 
LIFEGUARDS & SWIM 
Instructors Needed 
We will train 
Call
 YMCA 370-1877x18 
AQUATIC
 STAFF
 NEEDED 
II you 
enjoy 
being  around
 the 
water  and want
 to be paid 
for it, 
then the
 YMCA of  
Santa Clara
 
Valley
 has the 
job for you!
 We 
will 
train  you to 
lifeguard 
and/or  
instruct 
swim
 lessons. 
We have 
indoor
 and outdoor
 pools. Some 
advantages of the
 YMCA are. 
flexible 
hours,
 competitive 
salary 
and 
great benefits. we 
have
 full-
time & 
part-time
 posibons 
open. 
You must be at least 
16
 years of 
age, enjoy working 
with people. 
and 
have the desire 
to
 give back 
to the community.
 There are 8 
locations
 in the Santa Clara 
Valley  
to choose 
from  so Call 408-
869-1010,
 Fax 408-351-6477 or 
Email 
YMCAJOBOscvymcaorg.
 
TRAINING 
PROVIDED.
 
SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring 
warm, caring
 
teachers  
for year-
round 
swimming
 lessons in our 
brand-new, state-of-the-art indoor 
facility. 
Experience  a plus. No 
experience? We will train 
you. 
Choose your hours
 - as few as 4 
or as many 
as 40 hours/week. 
Moming,
 afternoon, evening 
& 
Saturday positions available.
 
Apply at 
Almaden  Valley 
Athletic  
Club. 5400 Camden Ave., SJ - 
(408) 
445-4913.
 
LIFEGUARDS & 
WATER 
FITNESS
 
INSTRUCTORS 
NEEDED 
FT/PT 
Hours 
Available
 
6am-8pm, Monday
-Friday 
Call EasterSeals 
408-295-0228 
YOGA 
INSTRUCTOR:  Need a 
job with a 
positive  working envi-
ronment?  Join the YMCA! 
Certified Yoga instructor
 needed 
to teach evenings, Contact
 Debi 
IS 408-226-9622 x 26. 
E0E.
 
UFEGUARDS / Swim 
Instructors 
No experience necessary. Will 
train. Flexible hours. 
FT/PT.  
Fun  work environment.
 Close to 
SJSU. (408) 298-1717 x 
34.  
SUMMER CAMP 
DIRECTORS & LEADERS 
Would  you like to visit various 
attractions this summer
 and 
make money doing it? Then the 
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley 
is for 
you!  We are looking for 
energetic, fun, fnendly, outgoing 
individuals to 
lead our day camp 
programs as well as specialty 
camps. Must be 18 years of 
age,  enjoy working with kids, 
have lots of 
energy  and be a 
good leader. Benefits 
include:  
making new friends. 
excellent
 
resume resource.
 be a leader to 
youth, have lots 
of
 fun. Training 
is provided. Call 408-869-1010. 
Fax 408-351-6477 
or Email 
YMCAJOB 
scvymca
 org for 
more information 
NOW 
HIRING  RECREATION 
Leaders $9-S11/hr, flex hours. 
weekdays. Woric with 
children in 
the Los
 Gatos - Saratoga Area 
ContaM Damon
 408-354-8700 
EMPLOYMENT 
Childcare/nannies
 
CHILD-CARE 
Provider  needed at 
Courtside Club 
Fun  environment 
Weekday  mornings 
Membership  
included Call 395-2958 today! 
TOWN 
& COUNTRY Flesources 
is 
a nanny placement agency
 
looking for students who 
want to 
be a nanny We have 
many 
types
 of positions 
available
 
*Part-time 8 
aftemoon 
positions $15-$20/hour
 .2-3 full 
days 
per week 
$300 
-$600/
 
week 
+Part-time  mornings $15-
$20rtir Ful-Ome off 
by 5 pm  
Up to $3500/month
 Part-time
 
& 
full-time summer positions.
 
South Bay, Peninsula 
& East Bay 
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
 
Call Town & Country 
Resources  
1-888-772-3999  
WWW  
tandcr
 com 
CHILD  CARE/NANNY 
PT & FT 
Established 
Los Gatos agency 
seeks 
warm.  caring students 
for
 pal and full time 
nanny 
positions  
We list only the best lobs' 
Hours  flexible around
 school 
from 15 hrs / wk  
$14-$18/HR 
STANFORD PARK NANNIES 
408-395-3043 
irnvw spnannies com
 
EMPLOYMENT
 
Tutors  
PART TIME 
TUTORS 
NEEDED  
to assist
 children and adults in 
English,  Japanese, or 
Spanish  
in 
Sunnyvale
 $12-$16/hr, Will 
schedule around 
your classes. 
no experience
 necessary. 
Call
 
(408)
 530-0563 or Fax 
(408) 
530-0578,
 calancen Olava.net.
 
TUTORS 
WANTED - 
Grad  
students 
needed to tutor 
HS 
math, chem, 
biol,  and Engl. 
Car  
reqd. $28 
per hour. 
Progressive
 
Methods 
Tutoring 
408/269-4006  
LOOKING FOR 
OUTGOING 
individuals
 to work with 4 
yr old 
language  delayed 
boy.  Training 
will be 
provided.  Hours 
flexible.  
Experience
 with children 
is a 
plus. Starting 
Salary $12/hr. 
Contact Mieko 
408-772-2599.  
BEHAVIOR
 TUTORS to 
work 
w/ chtldren 
w/
 autism. competi-
tive pay, flex hrs. 
Psy,  Ed, OT, 
Sp 
Ed, Child Dev & related 
fields. 
Antlee 
408-945-2336,  
mention
 ad 
EMPLOYMENT  
Education/schools  
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 
K-8 
school  seeks responsible indi-
viduals
 for extended 
daycare,  
P/T in the 
afternoon.  No ECE 
units required. 
Previous  experi-
ence with children 
preferred. 
Please
 call 244-1968 X 16. 
SMALL WORLD
 SCHOOLS is 
hiring P/T Teachers
 & Assistants, 
2-6pm,
 M -F. and a F/T 
Director.  
DIRECTOR F/T: 15 ECE 
units 
with 
four
 years of experience
 or 
BA in Child 
Development with 
one year of experience. 
TEACHER P/T: 6 - 
9 ECE units. 
ASSISTANTS P/T: No experi-
ence necessary, Soc., Rec., or 
Psych.
 units OK. 
Please
 call Maria Hernandez 
at 408-379-3200 x 21. 
YMCA 
Directors,
 Assistant Directors, 
Teachers, Aides, Rec 
Leaders
 
Thinking about a career working 
with children or teens'? The 
YMCA 
of
 Santa Clara Valley is 
hiring Center Directors. Assist 
Directors, Teachers, Aides, and 
Elementary After -School Recre-
ation Leaders for our Alter 
School Enrichment
 Centers. 
Programs located throughout San 
Jose, Cupertino, Santa Clara, 
Los Gatos, Saratoga, Campbell, 
Evergreen, Milpitas & Berryessa.
 
Full & Part -Time positions avail-
able hours flexible around 
school Fun staff teams. great 
experience
 in working with chil-
dren, 
career
 advancement, 
excellent
 FT/PT
 
benefits  and 
training  
opportunities Teachers 
require minimum
 6 units in ECE, 
Educ. Rec. Psych. 
Soc, Phys 
Ed &/or other related fields For 
more information 8 locations' 
YMCA Job Hotline 408-869-1010 
Fax your resume
 to 408-351-64P 
Email: 
YPACAjobescvymcaorg  
ACTION DAY NURSERIES / 
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
 Infant, 
Toddler & Preschool Teachers 
& Aides.
 F/T & P/T positions 
available. Substitute 
positions  
are also available
 that 
offer  
flexible
 hours. ECE units are 
required
 for Teacher positions 
but not req 
for Aide positions 
Excellent opportunity 
for Child 
Development
 majors. Please 
call 
Cathy  
for an 
interview at 
408-244-1968 or 
fax resume to 
408-248-7350 
.TEACHERS
  INSTRUCTORS. 
P/T 
Instiuctors  Elem Schools 
Degree/Credenbal
 NOT Required 
Opportunity
 for 
teaching
 exp 
Need
 Car VM (408) 287-4170
 
ext  408 
E0E/AAE
 
TEACHER 
FOR KIDSPARK, a 
quality 
recreabon program serv-
ing 2-12 year olds Must enjoy 
leading art. games
 and group 
activities 
FLEX  HOURS, days. 
eves. 
weekends  PT/FT
 Team 
environment
 Benefits available. 
ECE units
 preferred 
FAX 
resume to 
408-260-7366  
Email  
kidspark 
kidspark-centers com,
 
or call for 
interview 
408-260-7929
 
DAILY 
CLASSIFIED
 - LOCAL
 ___ RATES FoR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277 
Print your ad 
here. Line is 30 spaces,
 including letters, 
numbers,
 punctuation & spaces
 between words. 
U11:1QUIJCIUQUILIUUQUICIUUCILICILIUILIULLIULILILI  
LICILILILILIQUULICICILILILIUJUZILICQUILIQUULILICI  
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum 
One Two Three Four Five
 
Day Days Days Days 
Days 
Please check 
one classification: 
Addmw
 
3 lines 
S5 $7 
$9 $11 
$13 
Lost
 and Found' 
Rental
 Housing 
CdYliSisle
 
Jvcode 
Rate 
increases $2 for
 each additional 
line
 
per  ad 
Announcements  Shared 
Housing
 
Elate increases $2 for each additional day 
Phone
 
_Campus Clubs 
Real
 Estate 
E11191/00_1MCWMIC 
Send check or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted) 
_Greek 
Messages 
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
Services 
HealthiBeauly
 
20  consecutive issues receive 10%
 off 
40 r consecutive issues receive 20%
 off 
San Jose State University 
__Events
 
Volunteers Sports/Thnlls
 
50 « consecutive issues receive 25% off 
San Jima, CA 95192-0149 
_For Sale Insurance 
Local rates apply to Santa Clara 
County  advertisers 
and SJSU students, staff 
facutty. 
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209 
II Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication 
_Autos For Sale 
_Electronics  
Entertamment
 
Travel 
First line in 
bold
 for no extra charge up to 25 
spaces  
 All ads are prepaid II No refunds on canceled ads 
_Wanted
 Tutoring  
Additional words may be 
set  in bold type at a per ad 
Rates for 
consecutive  
publication dates only 
_Employment
 Word 
ProcesSing
 
charge of $3 per word 
III QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277 
_Opportunities  
SJSU STUDENT RATE 25% OFF - 
Lost & 
Rate applies to private party
 ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses. 
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm, STUDENT ID  REQUIRED. 
Found ads are 
offered
 free as a service to the 
campus  community 
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hinng
 
Preschool
 and School Age
 
Teachers and Aides. PT & FT 
with excellent benefits Flexible 
& fun environment! 
Please  call 
Tina 
370-1877  x 29. 
WANT TO EAFIN EXTRA MONEY 
AND 
LOVE CHILDREN?? 
TOP PAY! 
Immediate 
perm/temp  positions 
as Teachers or Assistants at 
ECE & After School Programs, 
(408) 287-3222 
TEACH 
PART-TIME
 school 
year 
& summer science/nature 
programs
 to children. Youth 
Science Institute.
 408-356-4945 
fax 408-358-3683 
www.ysi-ca.org
 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES 
Spec. Ed & Regular Class, 
$9.53-13.53/hr Saratoga School 
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info 
& application.
 
Immediate
 
Need. 
DIRECTOR FOR 
KIDS PARK, 
a quality recreafion program 
serving  2-12 year olds. 
Responsibilities  include pro-
gram implementation,
 daily 
operations & staff 
development.
 
Requires
 30+ hours/week.
 Must 
meet State of CA Title 22 
Regulations.  Flexible schedule 
days, eves, weekends. Team 
environment. Benefits
 avail. FAX 
resume to 408-260-7366. Email 
kidspark@kidspark-centers.com 
or call for interview 408-260-7929. 
TRAVEL 
FLY 4STANDBY...FLY 4 CHEAP! 
Hawaii $139 o/w 
Europe $249 o/w 
(+tax)  
4standby.com or 
800-397-1098  
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
YOUR PERSONALITY
 
determines your happiness. 
Know why? Call 1-800-293-6463 
for your 
free personality test 
New Smile Choice Dental Plan 
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per 
year. Save 30% - 60%. For
 info 
call 1-800-655-3225 or 
www.studentdental.com or 
minv.goldenwestdental.com 
INSURANCE 
LOWEST 
AUTO
 INSURANCE 
Lowest Down 
Payment 
Easy Payment
 Plan 
Good 
Student  Discount 
International  Dnver Welcomed 
No Driver Refused 
Call
 for Free Quotes 
408-272-0312
 
pnninsur 
Caol.com  
PNN  INSURANCE AGENCY 
WANTED
 
WANTED 29 PEOPLE 
to get 
$$PAIDS$
 to 
lose
 up 
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days 
Natural Guaranteed 
Call
 (408) 793-5256 
SHARED HOUSING 
ROOM FOR RENT in 5 bdrm. 
3 bath. 2 story house
 within 
easy 
driving  range of SJSU 
Near 101 & 280 Call Susan at 
408-277-3257. 
WWW.EASYROOMMATE.COM 
Find Rooms & Roommates Online 
#1 
Roommate  Matching Service 
FREE to search 100's ads! 
FREE to place your ADI
 
HOUSING   
SPACIOUS
 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
 
Live in luxury & walk to school! 
We offer a pool, spa. 
sauna,
 full 
gym, on -site 
management,  all 
appliances included, central A/C. 
Stop  by today for a tour. 
Open Monday thru Saturday. 
THE COLONNADE 
201 So. 4th St. 408-279-3639 
AUTOS FOR SALE 
97 
PONTIAC FIREBIRD Red 
Convertible 
5 spd. Immaculate 
VVarranty. 515,999 obo 732-5324 
HEALTH / BEAUTY 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Call
 BIRTHRIGHT 
408-241-8444
 or 800-550-4900. 
FREE / 
CONFIDENTIAL
 
IN PAIN? CAR ACCIDENT 
Sport
 Injury, Work 
Injury  
Chiropractic Health Care 
Ask 
Nicole Ha (408) 821-5363 
WORD 
PROCESSING
 
PROFESSIONAL
 
WORD PROCESSING
 
Theses.
 Term Papers, 
Group Projects, etc. 
All formats, including APA 
Experienced. Dependable 
Quick Return. 
Call Linda (408) 264-4504. 
SERVICES 
ADDR.COM 
Leading Web
 Hosting and Web 
Design 
Company
 
Immediate Account Activation 
Packages  start at $7 
95/mo  
Salesdaddr
 com 
Daily  
Crossword
 
ACROSS 
Detects 
6 
Went  fast 
10 Wild goat 
14 Perk 
up
 
15 Gucci 
of fashion 
16 *For Pete's 
17 Flonda city 
18 
Letterhead  part 
19 Claim 
on 
ProPertY 
20 
Pitcher  
or 
catcher
 
22 Gossip columnist
 
Maxwell
 
23 
Standards  
24 Moist 
26 
Private 
school
 
30 Huge
 house 
34
 - 
energy
 
35 
Beams
 
36 
Expected
 to 
arrive 
37 Snooty
 person 
38 
Swears
 
40 
Vegas 
actions
 
41 Psyche 
part 
42 
Bankrupt  
43
 Courage
 
44 
Evening
-gown 
fabric
 
46 Holds 
gently 
48
 Singer 
Yoko
 
49 Nautical 
hello  
50 
Mideast 
Stnp 
53 
Steven
 
Spielberg.
 e g 
59 
Molecule
 
part 
60 
Seaweed  
product
 
61 
Relish -tray
 
item
 
62 
Singing cowboy 
Autry 
63 
Voyage
 
84 Ebbed 
65 
Type  
of pearl
 
66 
Congers
 
67 Yield and 
Stop 
PREViOUS PUTZLE 
SOLVED 
nEILA
 
EdD 
as AP NR 
OGIERA
 
ARENA
 
REO  
GL 
OP 
16 I L 
I r2119 
UWOY AMNIA° 
OMH
 
OMOMEIM
 
MU [ZOOM 
ROMP
 
MOM 
MMO 000H 
utraxm BOW 
IMOIRWM119
 
Bow 
1159
 
OM El 
E1 
D A 
RODE
 
OM I.T 
P.E.T
 S 
SOSO 
V 
IN 
PT 
v; I 
,R E 0 
ELGIN 
0 2000 Unftwl Fabo Syndwaw 
DOWN
 
1 
Untidy
 one 
2 Type size 
3 
Racetrack  
4 Inform 
5 
Turtle,  at times 
6 Wage 
7 
Tactics  
8 
Penmeter  
9 Entrances
 
10 Specks 
in
 the 
ocean
 
11 Accused. 
person's 
need  
12 
- out makes 
do 
with 
13 TV 
Warnor 
Pnncess
 
21 On the 
- 
fleeing 
25 Naval 
oft  
26 Valuable 
quality
 
27 Chain
 dance 
28 Distant
 
29 Pat (on)
 
30 Gullet 
31 
Flawless  
32 
Unconventional  
33 Tree 
dwellings
 
35
 Director
 
Howard 
38 Let 
robots  do 
the 
work 
39 By 
means  of 
40 
Flower plot
 
42 
Stimpy's
 
pal 
43 Bem lofts 
45 
Bubbled up 
48
 Noises 
frorn 
33 
Down
 
47 Caviar
 
49 Take 
advantage 
of
 
50 Jokes 
51 To - 
precisely  
52 Area 
54 
Villain  
55 Asia s 
Mountains
 
56 Elvis' tftle 
57 
F at 
58 Bnght colors 
IMMMI  In 
IMMO 
mom 
am 
mom 
MIMI ME 
WI= 
dEMMIldl 
OM 
NMI dm 
IdddlOMM
 d maildd 
MEM
 dM  AIM 
MEM
 
MOM  
MEM 
WM
 MUM 
MI= 
AMMLIMEM amp= 
NMI MO 
MIMI  
&MN 
didd 
di= 
MO 
Amin. 
4111111 
MEM 
MEM  
MIMI  
ammll
 
ME=  
10 
THIlislAY.  
APRIt  
5,
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Eligibility
 
 
Who 
is eligible? 
v. Fall 2000 students
 in good standing 
who  did not enroll in 
Spring 2001
 
YOu do not
 need to 
reapply  for 
admission
 and you may
 register 
through Touchtone 
ion' Continuing students from Spring 
2001 
Registration
 
When can I 
register?  
Access  the registration 
system 
according
 to the 
following
 
schedule 
Lam 
of 
Except 
students
 with a May 2001 graduation date 
SSA* Stan Day 
Tom 
r 
,iday  April / 00 am
 
vo Newly 
admitted frosh 
for Fall 2001 
2 I nday.
 Awl! 6 1 00 pm 
You have
 the 
stores
 Nom
 the 
required  placement exams as 
specified
 3 
Monday 
Apur 2 
7 
00 am 
in your admission letter 
4 Monday 
April 2 1 00 prn 
You ve 
attended a 
mandatory  
advising  and registration
 
session.
 
5 Tuesday 
April  3 7 00 
am
 
6 
TueSday
 Aphl 
3 1 00 pm 
Can SJSU
 students attend 
through  Open 
University?
 
7 Wednesday 
April 4 7 00 am 
No. matriculated SJSU 
students. including 
international
 students.
 may 
B 
Wednesday
 April 4 
1 00 pm 
not attend 
Summer
 term via Open University. 
9 
Thursday
 Apnl 5 
7 00 am 
0 
Thursday
 AprIl 
5 1 00 pm 
Do I HAVE to attend Summer
 term? 
No. students 
are  not required to attend summer 
term
 to maintain 
matriculation
 status at SJSU 
You will be mailed Fall 2001 registration instructions at a later 
date
 
Is there new student 
admission for summer?
 
At this time. new students are not 
being admitted for the summer
 term. 
SJSU admits 
students
 for spring arid fall 
terms only 
Who is NOT 
eligible?
 
Students who are. 
 Newly admitted 
transfers
 lor Fall 2001 
 Disqualified
 from SJSU 
 Disenrolled
 by the Bursar's Office 
 Not seeking a degree at this time 
 Community 
members
 who wish to take classes
 for personal 
giowth
 
Those
 who are riot elig,ble for the above reaSonS Can attend 
San Jose State 
thiough
 Open Unwei Say Contact 408-924-2670.
 http 
F/COnted
 Spu 
edu
 
TOUCH-SJSU
 408-283-7578
 
WWW.sjsu.edu/depts/src/
 
^ 
  
1 
Financial 
Aid 
Is financial 
aid  available for continuing students? 
Yes.
 but aid lor Summer 2001 is very limited and is 
based on remaining 
eligibility from the previous 2000-2001
 
academic
 year. See 
your
 financial 
aid counselor as soon as possible to 
determii
 yOuf eligibility
 
How 
is full-time or 
part-time status
 defined 
for financial 
aid? 
It's the same 
definition
 as for 
Fall
 and Spring terms 
Full-time
 
Undergraduate  
12 or 
more  units 
Graduate 8 
or more units 
Pan -time 
Undergraduate 6 or fewer units 
Graduate 4 or lewer
 units 
How will I get my aid check? 
Disbursement checks 
are 
mailed to the address 
that
 is on file with 
Admissions and 
Records. Make sure your information 
ts current 
What about new Fall 2001 students? 
No. generally new students are not 
eligible to receive aicf lor the 
Summer
 
term 
If you have any questions, see your SJSU 
financial  aid 
counseloi
 
Financial Aid and Scholarships 
Student
 Services 
Center  
408 283 7500 
Free 
printed  summer schedules will be available 
in the
 Bookstore, Student 
Union  and Student Services 
Center 
beginning Monday, March 26 
The entire schedule is available free online at 
http://info.sjsu.edu 
Housing
 
Will
 there
 
be 
housing
 
available?
 
Yes. for the 
flISL 
Wile,  
summer
 
housing
 is 
available  
through
 the 
Overnight
 Guest 
Program.
 
How
 
much
 
will
 it 
cost?  
O 
521
 
00
 
per  night 
Double 
occupancy
 
111 
826  00 
per 
night  
Super
 single 
occupancy  
How
 do I 
apply? 
Duwilluad  the 
reseivation
 
form 
at: 
www.Rousing.sjsu.oclunndocstm
 
Are meal 
plans  
available?
 
Yes. 
sign up for
 a meal plan
 
through
 the 
Dining Commons,  
408 
9J4 1740 
Summer  
Housing
 
408
 924 bib° 
444b
 
be:f0 
San 
Jose State 
UNIVERSITY
 
Below 
is a summary of course 
titles
 beinq offered as of 
Thursday,  March 15, 2001 
TWO-WEEK
 SESSION 
JULY 
22AUGUST  
THREEWEEK  SESSION 
JUNE 1S
-JULY  I 
THREEWEEK SESSION 
JULY 30
-AUGUST  19 
,61  
STENBECK
 
AAS 033A 
A( 
190 
ART
 140 
ART 
Iv 
ART 
180  
AS AM US 1PST/POL 
IND,V,DUAL  
STuDEs
 
GLASS 
GLAS
 
CAST
 ADV
 BLOW 
w(Ny SNINES 
AAS 033A 
AS AM uS HIST,POL
 
AE 295A 
PROJECT 
AE
 2958 
PROJECT
 
A( 
299 
TwEsis  
Al '86 
pROF
 
 BuS ETH,CS 
APSC 157 
B1OL +20A 
EPOL 120A 
BUST
 020 
BUS1 12IA
 
THREE-WEEK
 SESSION 
MAY 21JUNE 17 
AAS 033E1 AS AM 
us H,S1 
POL 
AVA 
197 NTERN
 
AiRLNE  
FO 
AMS  +69 
AMER DREAM 
BUST 
123A 
AAS 195 
PEOCLR
 AM 1850 PR 
BUS1 021 MANAGERIAL ACCTG 
AWN
 iis 
GLOBAL CULTURE 
BUST 126 
AFAM 195 
DEO 
CLR AM 
1850.PR  
BUS1
 
170 FuND
 OF 
FINANCE
 
ANT.
 280 
INDIVIDUAL
 STUDIES 
BUST 
170 
AJ +NTELLIGENCE 
BuS1
 ,73A FIN MGT THEORY
 POL 
ART 
138 STUDIO 
ART EIMER 
SUSI
 
17 
AJ 186 
AMS  +59 
PROF
 . 
BUS ETH,CS 
NAT wora1.8 
BUS2
 +04 
BUS3  DO, 
MKTG RESEARCH HKSPNI 
INTRO
 
HOSPiTAL,Ty  
ART IGO 
IRON STUDIES 
ART.+ 182A ART OF 
THE  AMER,CAS  
SUSI 
172A 
BUS2
 090 
/MTH 
,:: SC.ENCE REL. 
BUS3  
104  
MKTG 
RESEARCH  
HSPM 
ARTH 
19713 
(AST 
WEST  IN 
ART
 
BuS2
 100W 
ANT.,  140 
HuMAN
 SEavALITY
 
CD24+ EMERGING TECHNOLOGY 
AStA 107 
H,s3 
SOuTHEAST  
ASIA 
BuS2 130 
ANTH
 
CuLTuRE   CONFL,C T 
CMPE 046 
LABORATORY
 
ASIA  
I936
 
(AS, WEST 
iN ART 
BUS2 
132A 
ART  i62 
WATERCOLOR 
CMPE
 179 
CPC DESIGN VHDL
 
SOL 180 
INDY
 
STUDIES  
BUS2 
139A 
API 175 
SP /OP 
STLJDO  ART 
C OMM OTO 
PuBL.0
 SPEAKING 
1310L  
190 
FLD STUD,ES B1OL 
BUS2
 1804
 
ARTH 010 
ART APPREC.AT,ON  
COMM  
174 
INTERCULT
 COMM 
B.OL 296 
RESEARCH 
BUS/ IW 
RTH
 1938
 
EAST
 
WEST
 oN 
ART DANC 
148 
ACTrvITY 
BOL Z99 
MA THEStS 013 PRO, 
BUS) 102 
ASIA 
104 
PH11.  
Of
 
ASIA
 
°ANC 
148 
CHILDREN 
DANCE  
BuS1 
021  
NIANAGERAL 
ACC  TG 
BuS1 140 
ASIA 146 
CuLTURE  CONFLICT 
ORMA 1137 CH.LDRENS  
THEATRE
 
BuS1
 
120A  
ACCTG INFO SYSTEMS 
BuS3
 160 
ASiA 
1938 EAST
 WEST IN 
ART  
DS.? 09e 
ARCH 
FORUM 
Bus:
 133A 
INTERNTL  MARMETNG
 
BUS)
 187 
EPOL
 
0,0  
2151
 
CENTuRy
 
EDCO 291
 PRAC CHkD 
6 SUB ABUSE 
BUS2
 186 
PROF
 
 BUS ETH1C5 
BUS3 1(19 
DOI
 054
 HuMAN
 
UNDERSTANDING
 
(DEL 101 PSYCH 
FNONS  EDUC 
CD 162 CHLCPADOL MOLT SOC 
BUS)
 
191A
 
MI 
140 HUMAN 
SE  
KuALiTY  EOEL 
.03 SO( MULCuL END ED 
CE 29e SPEC*. PROBLEMS 
BuS3
 +91B 
BuS2
 186 
pRof 
. 
BuS
 ETHICS 
EDEL 10813 
CulTR SCIENCE 
CE 299 
MASTERS
 
THES,S  
BUS4
 1,2 
BuSa 108 
HSPTY
 iNFO
 SYSTEMS 
EDEL 104C CURR SOC.AL STu 
CHE +90 
.1.1)06DIJAL STuDrES BUS4
 18(3  
CA 
173A  CORRELATN
 Of 
ARTS
 
EDEL 10eD CURR
 MATH
 
CHEM  
12.5  
RADIAT.ON 
SAFETY 
BUS4
 
1,11C  
CD 102 DIV 
OF SELF IN SOC 
EDT 241 
EMERGNG  
TECHNOLOGY  
COMM
 
04, 
CR.', DEC MAKING 
BUS4 +198 
CD 106 
CONCEPTS Of CH,LD 
(DSC 
138A 
RDG 
LANG AND 
INST 
DSGN
 
.27
 
,NTERN 
BUS4 +OD 
CD
 iao 
HuMAN
 
SEXUALITY
 EDS( 224 
METH!, N 
SPED 
ECON 00,8 
PENN 
OF 
EGON
 
CONFMoio
 PuBLIC 
SPEAKING
 
EDS( 116 
EGON 
185 
APPLD
 (CON 
INTRN  
CC Dr) : 0° 
COMM
 
041 CPT DEC MAKNG 
FOSE 
227 
ECON 
18S  
APPL,ED
 ECOra
 iNTRN 
GAPE  046 
COMM 
110 
COMM
 
174 
INTERPERSONAL
 COMM 
INTERCULT
 COMM 
EDSE 212 
EDTE 160 
ICON 
298 
SPEC
 STUD, 
ICON 
299 
MA THESIS 
PROJECT
 
CMPE 046 
CMPE 
+24  
DRAM  
144 SHAKESPEARE 1 
EDTE  225 
EDCO 266 ED  
CAREER
 
PLAN  
CMPE '24 
DSGD
 181 
PuB PR1NTNG TECH 
EDTE 262 
 
' 
Z.11  
yLT
 
EDS( 
179 MGN BE PROS Ei CMPE 117
 
ECON
 
0018 
PRN
 OF ECON 
EE  119 D.,.  
h VHDL 
EDTE  290 
SPEC STUDIES 
CMPE 121 
EGON 180 
INDY
 
StuD1ES  
EE 75S W 
 01.41.4 
EDTE 299 
MASTERS 
THESIS  CMPE 130 
EDCO 289 SEM 
PROF [OURS 
FE Z94 
( - 
ENGL
 180 
oNDV
 
STUDIES
 
[MR( /01 
EDEL 101 
PSYCH 
FNDNS EDUC 
ENGL
 leo Hs:.  - F S 
ENGR /97D SPE 
C,AL
 TOMS MFG 
COMM
 045 
EDEL 
101 SOC MULCui TM) f D 
ENGR
 
125  
SO1'
 wAL1 f 
s',13  
HIST 
103 
uS LATINO 
CULTuRE COMM 10053/ 
ED,'  121 
ACTiv1Ty
 
GERO 099 DEATH  D 7.,  14 L 
HiST 107 
H,s1 
sOuTHEAST  ASIA 
COMM 
144 
EDT 122 
MICROCOMPUTERS 
HSPM 001 NTRO  Y 
HiST
 
180  
INDIV
 ST uDIE 5 
COMM
 1ST 
ED,T 
273 AC 
TAnTy
 
..SPY.4 104 
MKTG RE r-
 HSPTA 
HIST 184 
DIRECTED READNG CS 120A 
ED,T 
271 
GRAPHiC NST 
RES 
ouf.4 
099 DEATH
 
o.
 
Hist
 
199 
HISTORY
 INTERNSHM
 
CS 110A 
1010 121 
RES 
SEM IN ED 
HuP  
163 
PHYS FiT 
1 
uM 169 AMER
 DREAM 
DRAM 005
 
ED%
 
ile
 
ADv THEOR a PRAC
 MC 
HuP
 Tes 
SENOR 
SE MAAR 
Huta 19i RELIC.  N 
AMERICA 
(DEL
 102 
E DSE 2111 
COLLAB CONS 
IN
 SE 
1SE 125 
sof 
TWARE
 
(AGRI  
MATF
 
zo, 
SPEC TOP MILS ENG  EDEL 143B 
EDSE 23) 
CRE AFT DEV +ND D1S 
MAS 175 CMP  
CuLT  
INDO  
H1SP 
Wain,
 
INTERNSHIP
 
EDTE
 22S
 
EDTE 21S 
TH,PR 
DuAL LNG INS 
MATF 180 
ND STUDIES 
ME 298 
SPECIAL  PROJECT ME EDUC 157 
EDTE 162 
L2 LANGta DEW
 
NuFS
 
001  
iNTRO HOSPITALITY
 
ME 199 
MASTER
 
s 
THEs,s
 
ENGL 
00IA  
oo7 C3PT1c
 
AL 
THINKING  
NUFS 009 
INTRO
 
HUMAN NuTR 
MCR 180 
NON STUNS
 
ENGL 0019
 
s  0 GREAT WORKS OF LIT 
NUFS 
104 
MKTG RESEARCH 
HSPAT 
RUCS IPS 
RAOATIoN
 SAFETY 
ENGL 
100W 
s  .4 
SHAVF 
SNARE
 
Nuf
 
163  
PHYs FIT
 . 
Nu/Rif  
Nur S 009 
INTRO HuMAN NUTR 
ENGL 103
 
L 
,F 
ARTS
 
NuRS 
101B 
COMPETENCY
 ASSESSMENT
 
NUTS 1)9 
NuTR
 . WORLD HUNGR 
ENGR
 010 
 (TY 
PHIL 
110  
TICH 
 NuM VAL 
NUFS ISO 
INDyiDuAL 
STUDIES  ENGR
 010 
Es. 
POLS 
ISO WAR AND PEACE
 
NuFS 192
 FLD  ( 11) 
NuFSPAG  
E 
NCR  +00W 
ENVS 
I5v 
RECL 
001  INTROHOSPiTALITy
 
NUFS 
290 
SPECIAL STUDES 
NGR 
,00W 
GEOL 
106 
RELS  099 
DEATH
 
DYiNG 
REL 
NOS 299 TAAS T4ESIS OR 
PROJ  
(NCR 
1)0 
HiST
 
OSO 
HtsT
 
170 
SCI 196, 
SCt
 
1961
 
ACTIVITY 
INT 
SC.
 
OuTDOOR
 
PHIL
 
010
 INTRO TO PHiL 
PHIL
 
PRof
  
BUS ETHICS 
ENGR +57 
GEOL
 105  
,40 
HSPM 020 
SAN 
'A's    
sv 
SC. 296, 
SE.t
 
2961  
ACTopTY
 
INT
 
SCI OUTDOOR 
PHYS 1215 
RADAT,ON 
SAFETY
 
POLS OM 
CONTROW  
LEGAL
 .SS 
HA is; 
Hsom 102 
.S4,41104  
Huk4
 
159  
HSPTy
 ,p4f0 
s. 
  ,
 
NAT 
II WORLD ' 
SOO 
001 
TECH 198 
iNTRO 
TO SOCIOLOGY
 
TECHNOLOGY  . 
CIVIL  
ASK 102 CHILD 
PSYCH 
PsvC  io ABNORMAL  
PSY 
HSPM 191A 
Huy
 
16)  
HuP  175 
PHyS FiT  N,.'.  
AC 
to/dy
 
Psvc 
154 
SOC.AL
 
PST  
PSYC
 298 
SPEC*.
 
PROS  
rssip33,230129,E1 
THREE-WEEK SESSION 
HuP 
+75 MEAS.EVAL  N 7  
JULY 9JULY 29 
RECL 170 
GRAD INTERN N RFC 1SE 
241 
MAS 75 
VAS
 '95 
MuSC. 110 
M9SC 
173A 
NufS 020 
NUTS 108 
CMP 
CULT 
NO7  H 
SP 
CLR 
AM 1050 
PR 
WORLDS
 OF 
124/  
CORRELATN
 OF ARTS
 
SATPTATN
  ENV ISS 
HWY
 NFO 
SYSTEMS  
AAS 
one
 
AS AM uS HiSTPOL 
A7 186 
PRof
 BuS 
ETHICS 
ANTI., 101 HuMAN
 HERED  EVOL 
ART 
104A ACTIVITY  
ART
 104A 
ARTS CURRKULUM 
BAY 
CAP 
RECL 2998 SPEC STuDY
 COMP 
Ea 
RELs
 
19i  
RELIG IN AMERICA 
SCWK 210 POL PRAC SCHOOLS 
TA 180 
iNDIV  
STUD1ES  
TECH
 
166
 
TEcHNOLOGY  . 
C,V,L 
01, OF WOMEN 
LLD  099 
LLD 
163 
LLD 291 
MATE 
260  
ME 10, 
1,  
NuFS 
163 
MOS Fit  
NuTRIT  
ART ISO 
iNDIV
 STUTPES 
NURS 101B 
PHIL io4 
PHIL 
1,0  
COMPETENCY 
ASSESSMENT
 
PHiL 
Of ASA
 
SCI TECH  HUM VAL 
BIOL
 
101  
BUS2 
CD 
106 
HUMAN HERED  EVOL 
PRoF
  
BUS ETH,C5 
CONCEPTS OF CHILD 
4'03  
ME 
1110 
METR
 120A 
SEE 
HTTP  i/SLISWES
 SJSU 
WU,
 
COURSES/SCHEDULES/ 
PHIL 186 
POLS  
001 
POLS 
120  
PSYC. 110 
PSYC.  1 7 
PSYC.  
1)9 
OSYC
 194 
IFSYC 190 
REIS  104 
RELS 122 
IMF 
150 
SOC. 103 
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